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ABSTRACT

The present study was designed to provide further data regarding
the contribution of hemisphericity to the creative process.

A flexi

bility variable was suggested as another contributing factor in the cre
ative process.

A set of four questionnaires yielding seven scores

reflecting behavioral, personal preference, and personality indices was
used to assess hemisphericity.

A concept formation task that would the

oretically reflect analytic and holistic processing was developed to
assess flexibility in problem solving strategies.

The hemisphericity

and flexibility measures, along with the creativity measure, were admin
istered to 37 females and 13 males.

All subjects were right handed with

no familial sinistrality.
The set of hemisphericity measures failed to account for a sig
nificant amount of variance associated with the creativity scores.

Fur

thermore, when the set of flexibility scores was considered in conjunc
tion with the hemisphericity scores, the flexibility variable failed to
account for significantly more variance than the set of hemisphericity
scores alone.

However, a subject's ability to make conceptual switches

was associated with a higher creativity score.

Also, subjects who

responded with more non lateral eye movements in response to questioning
were more likely to perform higher on the creativity measure.

Analysis

of the flexibility scores revealed that a subject's ability to switch

ix

from an analytic task to a holistic task was significantly associated
with better performance on the creativity task.
The failure of the set of hemisphericity measures to signifi
cantly relate to the creativity scores, the personality variables, or
the flexibility task was suggested to reflect that these measures may
be inadequate in assessing the theoretical construct of hemisphericity.
Cerebral specialization and an attentional-arousal theory based
on frontal lobe functioning was used to better understand the contribu
tion of the non lateral eye movement index and the flexibility score to
creative performance.

While this model allowed better understanding of

the variables, further research needs to be conducted in order to
clarify the meanings of these variables and their relationship to
creativity.

x

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
Research over the last decade has focused increasingly on the
differential organization of the cerebral hemispheres.

Bogen (1969)

indicates that the left hemisphere is specialized for analytic, logical,
sequential, verbal processing while the right hemisphere processes infor
mation in a holistic, nonverbal, perceptual fashion.

The facility or

preference for using the ability of one hemisphere more than another has
been termed cerebral dominance (Zenhausern, 1978) or hemisphericity
(Katz, 1978).

Various methods including lateral eye movements (Day,

1964, 1967; Kinsbourne, 1974) and self-report questionnaires (Richardson,
1977; Zenhausern, 1978) have been used to assess hemisphericity.

Initial

investigations utilizing this variable of hemisphericity to study cre
ativity hypothesized that right hemisphericity should correlate higher
with creativity than left hemisphericity.

Support for the role of the

right hemisphere is derived from various anecdotal and empirical sources.
Reports from highly creative individuals such as Galton and Einstein
show the importance of imaging in the creation of their ideas.

Harnad

(1972) found that creative mathematicians reported using right hemisphere
processing more frequently than did less creative mathematicians.

Hines

and Martindale (1974) found that induced left lateral eye movements had a
non-significant facilitative effect on performance of creative tasks.
1
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Although the role of the right hemisphere remains uncertain, the role of
the left hemisphere seems to have been overlooked.

Some speculation,

but little or no research has been done on the interaction of the two
hemispheres.

Dimond (1971) suggests that the concept of cerebral domi

nance must be closely examined and that any task requires the ability of
both hemispheres.

He adds that the ability to switch from one perfor

mance mode to another may be the critical variable.
In looking at the ability to switch from one style of problem
solving to another, the research on patients with frontal lobe lesions
becomes relevant.

Luria and Homskaya (1964) suggest that frontal lobe

functioning has a unique role in problem solving and behavior control.
Specifically, they suggest that the frontal lobe serves to aid in focus
ing attention on appropriate stimuli and to screen out inappropriate
stimuli for information coding in problem solving.

Pribram, Ahumada,

Hartog, and Roos (1964) and Luria and Homskaya (1964) note that patients
with lesions in the frontal lobe have difficulty switching from one mode
of processing information to another when feedback indicates inaccurate
responding.

Perseveration, distractibility, and impulsivity are all

used to describe patients with frontal lobe lesions.

Pribram et al.

(1964) suggest that the frontal lobe functions to enhance a "flexible
noticing order" (p. 49) for the proper encoding of information.
The present study was designed to provide further data regarding
the contribution of hemisphericity to the creative process.

While ini

tial theoretical accounts (Bogen, 1969) suggest the importance of right
and left hemisphere styles in the creative process, most of the emphasis
has been placed on right hemisphericity (Gowan, 1979; Harnad, 1972; Katz,

1978).

The role of left hemisphericity and the role of the ability to

V i'
appropriately alternate hemisphere styles has not received much examina
tion.

Some research has addressed the issue of an integrated style

(Torrance & Mourad, 1979), but the meaning of an integrated style is
unclear.

An integrated style could suggest either an appropriate pro

cessing style that is contingent on task demands or a random style that
has no relation to task demands.
Of particular interest in this study is the suggestion that a
mediating variable exists which reflects an individual's ability to
switch from one mode of processing to another.

Such a variable would

also address Bogen's initial idea that both hemispheres must necessarily
be involved in the creative process.

Cerebral Specialization

Early accounts of cerebral specialization indicated that lan
guage and speech are associated with the left hemisphere.

In 1958, Pen-

field stimulated cortical areas with small electrical currents and was
able to elaborate further sensory-motor as well as association areas.
These early studies supported the idea that the brain is highly
specialized for at least; some functions.
The split brain research conducted at the California Institute
of Technology (Sperry, Gazzaniga, & Bogen, 1969) resulted in numerous
observational data and performance studies regarding the effects of commisurotomy on humans.

V^ith the corpus collosum severed, the researchers

were able to study each hemisphere separately without receiving information from the other hemisphere.

From their data, they concluded that in
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contrast to the contemporary opinion, the non-dominant, non language
hemisphere is not "mute", but can actively function in perceptual dis
crimination/identification decisions.

This observation contradicted the

prevailing view that thd non-dominant hemisphere contributed little to
everyday functioning,

furthermore, the commisurotomy researchers con

cluded that the two hemispheres organize material differently, and that
at least for their patients, the hemispheres appear to be able to func
tion autonomously, as seiparate modes of consciousness.
While early researchers identified specific and unique differ
ences between the two hemispheres, the split brain research by Bogen and
Bogen (1969) and Gazzaniga (1967) and their colleagues has brought about
a surge in research in the area of cerebral specialization, cerebral
laterality, and cerebral dominance.

Furthermore, initial split brain

research efforts have encouraged other researchers to go beyond the
question of cerebral specialization and to ask questions pertaining to
the relationship and interaction between the two hemispheres in complex
processes/states such as emotion (Tucker, 1981), creativity (Bogen,
1969) and altered states of consciousness (Krippner, Dreistadt, &
Hubbard, 1972).
Since the publication of studies of split brain patients, numer
ous studies have been published on cerebral specialization, cerebral
laterality, and cerebral dominance.

Dimond and Beaumont (1974) and

Dimond and Blizard (1977) provide extensive edited reviews of the liter
ature on lateralization and specialization of the brain.

The reader is

referred to these reviews for specific paradigms and results of the many
studies that have been conducted.

To briefly highlight the studies on
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hemisphere specialization, the right hemisphere is considered to be spe
cialized for non-verbal, visuo-spatial abilities, apparently organizing
information in a holistijc synthetic and non-linear fashion which has
been termed appositiona] thought.

The left hemisphere is specialized

for language and arithmetic abilities and for organizing information in
an analytic, linear, anc sequential fashion which has been termed
propositional thought (Bogen, 1969).
Part of the popularity of the laterality research comes from the
idea that the two hemispheres can function independently (Galin & Ornstein, 1972).

Galin (1977) hypothesized that the dissociation phenome

non described by split brain research provided an inhibition model for
cerebral interaction.

He parallels the two modes of thought to psychi

atric disorders, suggesting that the symptomology and the dissociative
experiences reported by the hysterical personality reflect a right hemi
sphere style.

In contrast, a left hemisphere style might be representa

tive of the obsessive-ccmpulsive personality.

While Galin recognized

that the state of the art was not sufficient to make explicit statements
about the specific aspects of cerebral functioning and psychopathology,
he did hypothesize that the right hemisphere could be considered a prim
itive unconscious discussed by the psychoanalytic tradition and that
their model might be uselful in exploring hemisphere styles.
Galin*s extension of the split brain research increased the
interest in cerebral laterality research.

He contended that each hemi

sphere can function autonomously with different modes of consciousness
and that people can be characterized as utilizing one hemisphere style
more frequently than the other.

The term hemisphericity has been used
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to describe the differences between the two hemisphere styles and is
generally used to describe the characteristic personality styles of
individuals.

The term is also used to connote the relative preference

of an individual for utilizing one of the hemisphere styles.

Hemisphericity

Hemisphericity has been used to describe the relative preference
of an individual for utilizing one of the two hemisphere styles.

Zen-

hausern (1978) has also used the term cerebral dominance to connote this
definition.

One area of investigation that has been associated with

hemisphericity is the area of lateral eye movements (LEM) (Bakan, 1969).
Day (1964, 1967) proposed that LEM are related to characteristic ways of
dealing with anxiety and those people who consistently have more left
LEM in response to questions (left lookers) are more internally oriented
to feelings, while those people who consistently respond with more right
LEM (right lookers) are more externally oriented to feelings.

Bakan

(1969) utilized Day's findings to hypothesize a hemisphere asymmetry
model.

Bakan's studies revealed that left lookers scored higher on the

Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale than right lookers.

Right look

ers scored higher than left lookers on the quantitative scale of the
Scholastic Aptitude Test.

Kocel, Galin, Ornstein, and Merrin (1972)

constructed an LEM questionnaire in order to assess LEM response to con
tent specific questions,.

They hypothesized that more right LEM would

result from verbal questions because of the increased left hemisphere
activation required for processing the questions.

They also hypothe

sized that there would be more left LEM in response to non-verbal
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questions because of the increased right hemisphere activation needed
for processing the material.

Their results supported their hypotheses

in that more right LEM occurred to mathematical questions and more left
LEM occurred for spatial or imaginal questions.

Their study provided

some criterion validity for the suggestion that LEM reflect differential
activation of the cerebral hemispheres.
Gur and Gur (1975) found that left lookers displayed defenses
such as repression and reaction formation while right lookers displayed
more aggressive responses to frustration.

They concluded that there

were specific personality correlates of LEM.

The reported use of

repression as a defense in left lookers in Gur and Gur's study parallels
Galin's hypothesis about right hemisphericity and the hysterical person
ality.

Primary defenses of the hysterical personality are repression

and denial.

Tucker (Note 1) reports several studies where the

Repression-Sensitization Scale (Byrne, Barry, & Nelson, 1963) was sig
nificantly correlated to LEM.

In those studies, a right hemisphere

style was significantly correlated with a low score on the RepressionSensitization Scale.

A low score on the Repression-Sensitization Scale

has been reported to reflect either a low general level of anxiety or a
denial of anxiety (Weinberger, Schwartz, & Davidson, 1979).
Those studies reporting a significant relationship between LEM
and defensive styles contribute to the notion that hemisphericity is
also a personality variable.

However, some caution must be used in

interpreting such results that link right hemisphericity with repression,
at least repression as measured by the Repression-Sensitization Scale.
Weinberger et al. (1979) review the literature on the Repression-

SI
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Sensitization Scale and several other anxiety questionnaires.

They con

clude that because of the consistently high correlations that generally
occur between anxiety measures and the Repression-Sensitization Scale,
performance on that scale may not reflect a defensive style, but some
type of anxiety reporting characteristic.

Another problem in interpret

ing the relationship between the LEM and the Repression-Sensitization
Scale is that in one study a significant and opposite relationship
between the Repression-Sensitization Scale and the LEM resulted (Woods,
1977).

Consequently, the efforts to relate the Repression-Sensitization

Scale to LEM might be seen as reflecting some type of relationship, but
that relationship has not been established yet.

Furthermore, that

dimension might more accurately be related to reported anxiety, rather
than repression.
Those studies on correlates of the LEM suggest that hemispher
icity is not only a cognitive style variable, but also a personality
variable.

While the variable that is reflected by the individual con

sistency on the LEM has not been totally defined, at least in some
instances it appears to be a complex personality/cognitive style vari
able that grossly reflects the hemisphere asymmetry model.
Another dimension of hemisphericity assessment that has received
some attention is the verbalizer-visualizer dimension via self-report
questionnaire.

Several questionnaires have been constructed in order to

assess an individual's reported characteristic style for using words or
images in thinking (Pavio & Ernest, 1971; Richardson, 1977; Torrance,
Reynolds, Ball, & Reigel, 1978; Zenhausern, 1978).

Through their

interest in serial versus parallel memory processing, Pavio and Ernest
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constructed an 87 item true-false questionnaire focusing on the sub
ject's use of imagery in thinking.

An imagery ability score was com

puted by combining the questionnaire score with a standard score from a
spatial manipulation task.

Subjects were required to verbally identify

single capital letters, pictures of familiar objects and familiar geo
metric forms that were presented to either the left or right visual
half-field.

Letters were reported faster in the right visual half

field, and performance on the questionnaire was related to significantly
more correct identifications for pictures.

The results generally sup

port Pavio and Ernest's contention that the instrument can be useful in
classifying subjects along a meaningful dimension.
Richardson (1977) is another researcher who attempted to look at
the visualizer-verbalizer dimension as a reflection of cognitive style.
He constructed a 15-item questionnaire and was able to establish a sig
nificant test-retest reliability score (r = .92) and a significant item/
total correlation (p < .05) for all 15 questions.

While the items on

his measure reflected the theoretical basis underlying hemisphere dif
ferences, he obtained conflicting results in attempting to relate the
visualizer-verbalizer dimension with the LEM.

In one study he found a

significant correlation in the predicted direction.

However, in another

study he could not replicate the findings and, in fact, found a signifi
cant and opposite relationship.
Subsequent studies by Richardson (1978) examined subjective
imaging ability, objective imaging ability, and preference for imaginal
coding as they contribute to memory for verbal and pictorial items.
Subjects were administered a mental imaging questionnaire to abstract a
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score of vividness (subjective imagery), the Flags Test (Thurstone &
Jeffry, 1956) (objective imaging ability) and a coding preference test.
In this study, no effect was found for subjective or objective imaging
ability.

However, a main effect for coding preference did occur.

Sub

jects who preferred to encode verbally recalled more verbal items than
those subjects who preferred to encode pictorially.

Furthermore, a neg

ative recency effect for recall was not evidenced for subjects who pre
ferred to encode pictorially, but did occur for subjects who preferred
to verbally encode data.

These findings led Richardson to conclude that

two different different memory processes were operating and that prefer
ence for encoding information pictorially may be an important classify
ing variable.

Rather than objective or subjective imaging ability,

preference for encoding information in one mode or another may be more
useful in predicting differential performance in recall of verbal and
pictorial items.
Zenhausern (1978) suggests that subjective imaging ability may
not be an accurate reflection of personality styles as suggested by
Galin (1974).

Agreeing with Richardson (1978), he suggests that one's

preference for a particular encoding strategy is not the same as one's
reported vividness of images because of the possibility of verbal media
tion.

He feels that subjects are able to report whether they utilize a

visual or non-visual mode.

Furthermore, he indicates that while imagery

may not be a reliable classifying variable, a visual versus non-visual
preference classification is reliable.
Zenhausern (1978) constructed a questionnaire called the Your
Style of Thinking Questionnaire based on subjects reported preference
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for visual or non-visual thinking.

He hypothesized that earlier studies

(Richardson, 1977, 1978) failed to find consistent results because they
did not take into account personal preference.

Using the Your Style of

Thinking Questionnaire and the Your Style of Thinking and Learning Ques
tionnaire (Torrance et al., 1978), Zenhausern classified subjects as
preferring either a right or left hemisphere style.

Zenhausern's ques

tionnaire and Torrance et al.'s questionnaire correlated very highly
(Zenhausern & Gebhardt, 1979).

A list of words that were controlled for

imagery value were presented to subjects using either a visual or audi
tory mode of presentation.

Results indicated a significant differential

effect with subjects classified as right hemisphere dominant remembering
more visually presented words than auditorily presented words.

Left

hemisphere dominant subjects remembered more auditorily presented words
than visually presented words.

Zenhausern and Gebhardt concluded that

subjects can be classified in a meaningful way using a coding preference
questionnaire.
Two other studies have utilized Zenhausern's questionnaire as a
classifying measure in order to investigate coding preference and its
implications for performance.

Zenhausern and Nickel (1979) classified

ten males and ten female subjects as either right or left dominant using
Zenhausern's scale and Torrance et al.'s scale.

Blindfolded subjects

were required to learn a ten blind alley finger maze.

Right dominant

subjects required fewer trials and less time to learn the maze.
An excellent study by Coleman and Zenhausern (1979) examined the
role of hemisphere dominance (hemisphericity) in processing speed,
laterality effects, and multiple coding strategies.

They classified
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their subjects as either right or left dominant style and required them
to perform a discrimination reaction time test that also involved a mem
ory component.

For the task, experimental manipulations included:

(a)

varying stimuli along the dimension of verbal versus non-verbal; (b)
right versus left visual half-field presentation; and (c) verbal versus
non-verbal matching probe.

Right hemisphere dominant subjects processed

information faster than left hemisphere dominant subjects, regardless of
stimulus type.

For subjects who were classified as left hemisphere

dominant, a visual field effect occurred with a left hemisphere probe.
Subjects reaction times were faster regardless of type of probe.

The

researchers also reported an interaction between hemisphere dominance
and coding.

Subjects who were classified as right hemisphere dominant

and who were presented with verbal material responded with longer reac
tion times when they were required to match their internal representa
tions of the verbal stimuli with a pictorial probe.

The researchers

accounted for the increased processing time by concluding that self
generated internal representations were probably idiosyncratic and would
probably not match the experimental probe.
The investigations that have been conducted using the Zenhausern
Your Style of Thinking Questionnaire have suggested that subjects can be
classified in a meaningful way along the visual versus non-visual con
tinuum.

Subjects classified as right hemisphere dominant demonstrated

greater ability in learning finger mazes, visual recall of words, and
generally produced faster reaction times in visual discrimination memory
tasks.

Subjects classified as left hemisphere dominant have displayed

an ability for recall of: auditorily presented words and a visual field
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effect with faster reaction times for stimuli presented to the left
hemisphere.
Hemisphericity has been reviewed in terms of LEM classification
and self-report questionnaire classification.

Hemisphericity is defined

by the relative preference/probability that one style of processing,
that reflects a cerebral hemisphere, will be utilized with greater fre
quency than the other style of processing.

While the literature sug

gests that individuals can be classified as either displaying a right
hemisphere style or a left hemisphere style (Galin, 1974), the research
defining the empirical meaning of hemisphericity is unclear.

In terms

of LEM, there are several studies that report that left movers (right
hemisphericity) score higher on a hypnotic susceptibility scale which is
reported to tap right hemisphere processing (Bakan, 1969).

Personality

data have been mixed with several researchers (Gur & Gur, 1975; Tucker,
1981) reporting left movers as more likely to utilize repression as a
defense and right movers to be more anxious.

However, other research

has found either no relationship or an opposite relationship (Woods,
1977; Woods & McCormick, 1979).
The development of self-report questionnaires has also been
inconsistent with its findings.

Initial attempts to relate subject

imaging ability resulted in initial findings that supported the hypo
thesis that vivid imagers would do better on spatial perceptual tasks,
but later studies failed to replicate the earlier results.

More recent

research with these questionnaires (Torrance et al., 1978; Zenhausern,
1978) has yielded more consistent results.

Zenhausern proposes that

individuals are able to report which style they use more frequently.
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With these latter questionnaires, right hemisphericity is associated
with faster reaction times in visual memory tasks as well as tasks
requiring the use of perceptual-spatial abilities in finger maze
learning.
i

Creativity and Hemisphericity

The research on creativity and hemisphere function generally
reflects an emphasis on the right hemisphere's capacity for holistic,
nonverbal, non-linear processing (Katz, 1978).

Of the seven studies

that will be reviewed, one uses LEM as a classifying variable, another
uses lateral eye movements as an experimental manipulation in order to
selectively activate the respective hemispheres, two utilize a style of
thinking questionnaire, and one of them uses a visual half-field para
digm to access each hemisphere separately in order to look at the sepa
rate processing styles.

Two studies that examine music listening were

included in the review because of the initial reports that the right
hemisphere is specialized for music (Kimura, 1964).

Only one of them

directly addresses an integration hypothesis (Torrance et al., 1978).
Four of them reach conclusions consistent with a right hemisphere
hypothesis, and two of them do not provide any conclusions regarding
creativity and hemisphere functioning.
Harnad (1972) reported two experiments where subjects were
classified as left lookers or right lookers according to an LEM measure.
In the first study mathematic professors and graduate students in mathe
matics were asked to rate their use of imagery in problem solving.

Left

lookers reported significantly more use of imagery than right lookers.
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Those professors who were left lookers were rated significantly more
creative by their students.

While the first study undertaken by Harnad

contained many gaps in the data, a second study reported, involved
twenty subjects having at least a college education.

Subjects were

classified as left lookers or right lookers while evaluating a piece of
prose for pleasingness.

Left lookers were significantly more likely to

have scored higher on the creativity measure, the Remote Associates
Test, (Mednick & Mednick, 1967) than right lookers.

Harnad concluded

that the right hemisphere, as inferred by the LEM, is somehow implicated
in creativity.

Hy hypothesized that the right hemisphere contributes to

creativity because it is less bounded by reality.
Hines and Martindale (1974) also used lateral eye movements in
their study.

They attempted to manipulate the differential activation

of the hemispheres by inducing lateral eye movements.

Subjects were

asked to wear special goggles that had been constructed so that either
the right or the left visual field was open for seeing.

These goggles

forced the subjects to look either to the left or to the right.

This

manipulation has received some subsequent validation as a method to dif
ferentially activate the hemispheres (Gross, Franko, & Lewin, 1978).
Subjects were asked to complete the Remote Associates Test and the
abstraction subtest from the Shipley-Hartford Institute for Living
Scale.

Left lookers scored significantly higher on the Remote Associ

ates Test, but there were no differences on the abstraction test.

In an

attempt to replicate the study, Hines and Martindale also included the
Culture Fair Intelligence Test (Cattell & Cattell, 1959) and the Alter
nate Uses Test (Christensen, Guilford, Merrifield, & Wilson, 1960).

4

While the left lookers scored higher on all of the measures except the
abstraction task, the only significant difference resulted on the cul
ture fair test.

The difficulty in replicating the results of the first

study suggests that caution should be used in interpreting the results.
The researchers concluded that the right hemisphere is implicated, but
that the effect can be said to be weak at best.
Dimond and Beaumont (1974) required subjects to respond to four
letter words from the Kent-Rosanoff Association Test which were pre
sented to each visual half field.
response latencies.

Responses revealed no differences in

However, those responses resulting from presenta

tion to the right hemisphere were less common, while the responses fol
lowing left hemisphere presentation were more common.

Examining the

responses produced by each of the hemispheres, they concluded that the
right hemisphere in their subjects might have been working at a higher
level.

They added that the left hemisphere responses were more likely

to contain antonyms of stimulus words and that the left hemisphere
appeared to be involved in the critical evaluation of the right hemi
sphere.
The descriptive report of the left hemisphere by Dimond and
Beaumont lends credence to Bogen's (1969) and Garrett’s (1976) conten
tions that both hemispheres are involved in the creative process.

Bever

and Chiarello (1974) provide evidence of the role of both hemispheres in
music perception.

While their study does not pertain directly to crea

tive ability, their results lend further heuristic information regarding
the creative process.

Using 14 musically naive subjects who had less

than three years of music lessons, and 22 subjects who had received at

least five years of lessons, they utilized a two note recognition task
presented to the right and left ears.

Their musically naive subjects

were better at recognizing the stimuli in the left ear while their
musically trained subjects were better at recognition in the right ear.
They concluded that the left hemisphere increasingly becomes involved in
music processing as sophistication/training progresses.

They indicated

that this sophistication leads to a greater utilization of different
strategies that tap left hemisphere analytic functioning.
Davidson and Schwartz (1977) found results similar to those of
Bever and Chiarello.

Using musically trained and untrained subjects,

they recorded EEG activity during whistling, singing, and talking of
previously rated familiar tunes.

Analysis of their data revealed that

in untrained subjects, there was relatively greater right hemisphere
activity during whistling versus singing or talking.
ences were found in trained subjects.

No such differ

They concluded that musical

training correlates with the adaptation of a sequential mode of process
ing information characteristic of the left hemisphere.

They extended

their discussion and suggested that their findings, as well as those of
Bever and Chiarello, may be a product of individual differences rather
than training.

They reference Galin and Ornstein (1974) and suggest

that there may be a pre-dispositional factor related to occupational and
training differences.
The last two studies to be reviewed used a self-report question
naire to assess hemisphericity.

In a series of studies involving the

variables of hemisphericity, vividness of imagery, autonomy of imagery,
and incubation period, Sarnoff (1980) examined how these variables
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related to performance on Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (Torrance,
1974).

Of the four studies conducted, two utilized Torrance's Your

Style of Thinking and Learning Questionnaire (1978).

In the two studies

using the questionnaire, right hemisphericity was significantly related
to high creativity scores (p < .01 and p < .05).

Furthermore, his

results revealed that imagery during an incubation period will improve
scores on the creativity measure more than discussion.

This latter find

ing implicates the role of right hemisphericity, but does not provide
additional information on subsequent stages of the creative process.
Torrance and Mourad (1979) also used the questionnaire to class
ify graduate students who had enrolled in Torrance's senior course on
Creativity.

Eight creativity tests were administered throughout the

course as well as the style of thinking questionnaire.

Attempting to

address the issue of right and left hemisphere integration, subjects
were classified as having a left, right, or integrated style of thinking
and learning.

An integrated style was defined as having a medium score

on the questionnaire.

The general results of their study found few dif

ferences between the subjects classified as right and those classified
as integrated.

These two groups generally scored high on creative per

sonality instruments and non-verbal creativity measures.

No other

significant correlations were reported.
With the exception of the two studies involving musicians, the
studies that have been conducted on creativity and hemisphericity genI

g*

erally support the contention that the right hemisphere is involved in
the creative process.

H a m a d (1972), Hines and Martindale (1974), and

Sarnoff (1980) reach conclusions supporting a right hemisphericity

I

hypothesis.

However, since they were not interested in looking at the

role of the left hemisphere, little can be said that will prove or dis
prove the left hemisphere's necessity in the process.

Furthermore, Hines

and Martindale's project did not look at hemisphericity, but rather
whether the hypothesized activation manipulation could be used in pre
dicting higher scores on the creative measure.

Torrance and Mourad

(1979) attempted to discuss the necessity of the utilization of both
hemisphere styles in processing information.

However, they defined an

integrated style as a medium score on their questionnaire and it is dif
ficult to know what a medium score on the questionnaire means.

Their

results are difficult to interpret as supporting or not supporting an
integration hypothesis.

Since their right hemisphere group did score

high on the creativity measure, their results do support the contention
that the right hemisphere has a special role in creativity.

With Tor

rance and Mourad's subjects an "integrated" style does not significantly
differ from a right hemisphere style.

Note should be made of the sub

ject pool of students enrolled in Torrance's senior seminar on creative
thinking.

Generalization of the results is limited.

The musician studies by Bever and Chiarello (1974) and Schwartz,
Davidson and Maer (1975) are related indirectly to the study of crea
tivity.

The results of these two studies are relevant to the area of

creativity in that, like creativity, music perception has most frequently
been associated with the right hemisphere.

The evidence of left hemi

sphere analytic processing in trained musicians and its absence in
untrained musicians parallels the contention that in highly creative
individuals, left hemisphere processing must also be present.
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Collectively these studies support the role of the right hemisphere in
the creative process, but they provide little clarification of the role
of the left hemisphere in creativity.

Flexibility and the Cerebral Hemispheres

While right hemisphericity is suggested as an important factor
in creativity, the role of the two hemisphere styles in the creative
process should not be overlooked.

Even more importantly, the inter

action of the two proposed hemisphere styles points to the second vari
able to be examined in the present study— the ability to utilize both
styles and the unique capacities of the respective hemispheres in the
most appropriate manner.

The interactional style between the two hemi

spheres has received comparatively less attention than other areas of
cerebral asymmetry (Tenhouten, 1978).

Dimond (1971) points to the flex

ibility of the system that is added by the corpus collosum.

The corpus

collosum allows the hemispheres to act as a "partnership" and also
allows them to display their unique capabilities.
The research on split brain patients most frequently highlights
the specialized abilities of the non-dominant hemisphere.

Addressing

the area of creativity, Bogen (1969) suggests that the integrated use of
the verbal and visuo-spatial thought may be dependent on interhemisphere
communication, including an important contribution from the corpus col
losum.

In his article, Bogen proposes three requirements for creativity:

(a) an individual must possess a significant potential for both proposi
tional (left hemisphere) and appositional (right hemisphere) abilities;
(b) there must be a sufficient amount of technical skill in order to

express the creative idea; and (c) there must be enough free interchange
between propositional and appositional modes of thought.

While Bogen

points to the ingredients necessary for a creative product, he does not
#*
provide a definitive description of that interaction. He does suggest
that the left hemisphere may play an inhibitory role and thereby affect
information transfer via the corpus collosum.
Galin and Ornstein (1972) have proposed a switching model of
interhemisphere exchange where the unique consciousness of the respec
tive hemispheres are antagonistic to each other and result in a competi
tive switching from one mode of consciousness to another.

Dimond (1971)

addresses the area of cerebral dominance and hemisphere interaction and
says that while control may switch from one hemisphere to another,
depending on the task requirements, each hemisphere may work through the
other to control necessary motor functioning.

In that way, dominance

changes across time, i.e., right hemisphere control over drawing in the
right handed individual.
Tucker (1978) posed a dialectic model of the hemisphere inter
action in order to suggest that the neuropsychological organization is
more than the additive components of the two hemispheres.

A dialectic

approach suggests that the oppositional relationship of the two hemi
spheres does not lead to dominance of one over the other, nor an averag
ing as suggested by Basso, Biseack, and Capitani (1977).

The result, as

suggested by Tucker is a. form of conceptualization that is both general
and articulate.

Tenhouten (1978) also poses a dialectic model.

Like

Tucker, he draws on the antagonistic model of Galin and Ornstein, and
says that the end product is not reducible to only the two modes of
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processing information and that it is both analytic and synthetic at the
same time..

He addresses the area of creativity saying that the inter

action of the two hemispheres is necessarily required.
The usefulness of models such as those proposed by Galin and
Ornstein, Tucker, and Tenhouten, rests in the impetus they provide for
continuing the research endeavors in the area of inter-hemispheric pro
cesses.

Galin (1974) and his reciprocal inhibition model has contributed

to examining one hemisphere's contribution to a psychiatric disorder,
while Tucker has worked towards examining both hemispheres' inter
dependence in emotion and conceptualization (1981).
Another way of conceptualizing the relationship between the two
hemispheres is to examine the relative activation of the hemispheres and
those factors that promote each respective hemisphere's activation.

By

conceptualizing a continuum from task stimulus characteristics to per
sonality characteristics, the influence of each of these factors can be
studied.

Kimura was able to delineate functional asymmetries of the

hemispheres as reflected by differential performance on tasks that
varied on the analytic-holistic continuum (1964, 1966).

Levy, Trevar-

then, and Sperry (1972) added to this saying that regardless of the type
of stimulus characteristics, the type of processing that was demanded of
the task affected which hemisphere was ultimately activated.

Taken

together, these researchers provide information suggesting that the type
of task characteristics influence which hemisphere is activated.
In 1973, Kinsbourne reported a model of interaction between
cerebral hemispheres that added another factor.

Reporting on a series

of studies examining pre-stimulus and post-stimulus hemisphere effects

1
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in normal subjects.

Kinsboume demonstrated that an attentional bias

could be introduced so that task demands become secondary to the exist
ing status of hemisphere activation.

He was able to demonstrate that

through "priming" one hemisphere, he could alter the efficiency with
which subjects processed subsequent information.

The importance of his

research to this study is that he was able to alter the efficiency of
processing information by manipulating the activation of the task appro
priate or task inappropriate hemisphere.

His research on the control of

attention extended the existing model of hemisphere specialization in
that he was able to identify a method affecting the control of attention
with its subsequent effect on information processing.
Hemisphericity can also be examined as a factor that contributes
to hemisphere activation.

Inherent in its definition (preference that

an individual has for a particular mode of processing which increases
the probability/frequency that one style will be used) is the assumption
that one hemisphere over time will be activated more frequently than the
other hemisphere.

Consequently, this variable may reflect the general

existing activation level and in some cases may be regarded, in Kinsbourne's terms, as an "internal pre-stimulus effect".

If hemisphericity

is taken as an activation variable, then Zenhausern and Nickel's (1979)
results can be seen as an effect of differential hemisphere activation.
Their right hemisphericity subjects learned the finger maze in fewer
trials than their left hemisphericity subjects.

This effect would

appear to result not because of better abilities, but because the appro
priate hemisphere was already primed for the task.

However, the study

by Coleman and Zenhausern (1979) where the right cerebral dominant
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subjects responded faster with the visual memory task regardless of the
type of stimulus suggests that there must be an additional factor.

This

additional factor allows an individual to disengage from the preferred
mode so that another mode can be utilized.

That factor which allows an

individual to engage or disengage a particular processing style is the
second factor relevant to this present study.
In looking at the ability to switch from one style of problem
solving to another, the research on patients with frontal lobe lesions
becomes relevant.

Luria and Homskaya (1964) suggest that frontal lobe

functioning has a unique role in problem solving.

Specifically, they

suggest that the frontal lobe serves to aid in focusing attention on
appropriate stimuli and in screening out inappropriate stimuli in the
coding of information for problem solving.

Lezak (1976) lists four

characteristics of patients with frontal lobe damage:

(a) decreased

spontaneity marked by a loss of initiation; (b) perseveration marked by
inflexibility in making mental or behavior shifts; (c) a deficiency in
self awareness marked by a failure to perceive performance errors; and
(d) a concrete attitude that contributes to a lack of planning and a
lack of goal directed behavior.

Luria and Homskaya indicate that the

effect of the frontal syndrome is a disruption in the "synthesis of
directed movements" (p. 354).

There is an absence of an orienting

response and responding proceeds in a haphazard fashion.

While partial

processing does occur, the appropriate choice of actions is not likely
to be dependent on the characteristics of the task.
Pribram et al. (1964) provide a model of the role of the dorso
lateral frontal lobes in task performance.

Using the analogy of
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computers, they suggest that the frontal lobes utilize a "flexible
noticing order" to organize information and to provide an internal con
text for choosing an appropriate behavior response.

In primates where

dorso-lateral forebrains have been resectioned, performance on a delayed
alternation task reflects an inability to organize the context for rein
forcement (Stamm, 1964).

When external "flags" are provided, primates

have no difficulty.
The general procedure for the delayed alternation task consists
of an animal facing a testing tray consisting of two boxes that are con
structed so that a door or lid can be opened by the animal.

A sliding

opaque panel can be positioned between the experimental tray and the
monkey.

The procedure for the learning trials for the delayed alterna

tion task consists of placing a primary reinforcer in one of the two
experimental boxes while the animal is watching.
then positioned between the boxes and the animal.

The opaque panel is
After a delay of 5-

10 seconds, the panel is removed and the animal must choose which of the
two boxes contains the reinforcer.

If the response is correct, the

panel is again lowered and the reinforcer is placed in the opposite box.
After the delay, the panel is again removed and the animal must again
make a choice.

If the choice is correct, the procedure is repeated

placing the reinforcer in the original box.

If the choice is incorrect,

the panel is lowered and the placement of the reinforcer is not changed.
After the delay, the animal again is required to make a choice.

Each

time the animal makes the correct choice, the reinforcement is placed in
the opposite box.

This procedure is continued until the animal makes

five correct choices.
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The "flexible noticing order" suggested by Pribram et al. func
tions to organize the trials of the delayed alternation task so that the
animal will orient to the experimental boxes and register which response
receives the reward.

After a series of trials, the animal builds an

"internal context" that has learned when the reinforcement will be
placed in the original box and when it will be placed in the opposite
box.

Based on the noticing of reinforcements, the animal will switch

which box it opens.

The animal builds an internal context for its

behavior based on the reinforcement and placement of the reinforcement.
Pribram and Tubbs (1967) modified the general procedure of the
delayed alternation task by providing external "flags" that functioned
to organize the trials into couplets (one correct response for each of
the two boxes).

The usual 5 second delay was extended to 15 seconds for

those delay periods following every second correct response.

Monkeys

that had failed on 1000 trials of the original procedure were able to
learn the task within 250 trials.

The researchers concluded that the

deficits displayed by the lesioned monkeys reflected the organizing
function of the frontal lobes.

The frontal lobes function to orient an

animal to a stimulus and register the reinforcement in memory.

On sub

sequent trials, when the external context is not apparent, appropriate
response programs can be initiated.

The frontal lobes aid in building

an internal context for responding.
The "flexible noticing order" model suggested by Pribram func
tions to organize information so that an internal context can be built.
The function of this flexible noticing order is to monitor and keep
track of the various alternatives for behavior.

Specific behaviors are
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chosen as a result of what is noticed and the context in which events
are noticed.

Internal contexts are built over time as information that

has been noticed and stored is organized in a meaningful manner.
The orienting response (Sokolov, 1963) is also an essential
ingredient to Pribram’s model.

Without the ability to notice novel and

significant material, an internal context cannot be built.

The orienting

response consists of arousal, vigilance, and active attention when any
new or significant stimulus is encountered.

This arousal results in

depression of alpha rhythm, an increased Galvanic Skin Response, con
striction of the peripheral blood vessels, and a dilation of the blood
vessels in the head.

With repeated presentation of the stimulus, the

reaction habituates.
The orienting response is considered part of the attentionarousal loop proposed by Heilman and Valenstein (1972).

Heilman and

Valenstein describe a corticothalamic-reticular arousal loop with its
primary cortical representation in the dorso-lateral frontal cortex.
The cortical components of the attention-arousal loop are responsible
for assessing incoming stimuli, distinguishing novel from non-novel.

If

a stimulus is novel or significant, the reticular activating system
increases the arousal level of the entire cortex.
While the exact mechanism by which the orienting response oper
ates is not known, it does appear to be able to both activate and
inhibit cortical functions.

The habituation which occurs following

repeated presentation of stimuli suggests that the frontal lobes are
important for not only activation of selective attention, but also
inhibition of attention.

Heilman, Schwartz, and Watson (1978) report
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that a lesion in the right hemisphere that affects one of the components
of the attention-arousal loop, results in bilateral hypoarousal.

How

ever, patients with anterior left hemisphere lesions are not hypoaroused
and do not differ in their arousal levels from normals.

This suggests

that disorders of in-attention such as unilateral neglect, reflect an
arousal defect but not necessarily inhibition.

Lesions affecting the

attention-arousal loop, especially lesions in the right hemisphere,
result in a lack of arousal.

The right hemisphere appears to be more

significant in relation to the orienting response.
Tucker, Stenslie, Roth, and Shearer (1981) report that increased
EEG activity in the right frontal area is associated with an experi
mentally induced depressive mood.

An experimentally induced depressive

mood was also related to decreased imaging ability, and a right hemi
sphere attentional bias.

The two studies reported by Tucker et al. sug

gest the possibility of both contralateral activation and ipsilateral
inhibition as a result of increased frontal lobe activity.
The orienting response, as one of the major components of the
attention-arousal loop, plays a key role in frontal lobe functioning.
By attending to novel or significant stimuli, information can be noticed
and stored.

Organization of this information provides an "internal con

text" which contributes to choosing appropriate response behaviors for
successful problem solving.

Right hemisphere lesions affecting the

attention-arousal loop result in unilateral in-attention as reflected by
the neglect syndrome.
arousal.

These lesions also result in bilateral hypo-

Research on depression suggests that right frontal lobe
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activation may contribute to either contralateral activation or ipsilateral inhibition.
The relevance of the study of the functions of the frontal lobes
to the present study pertains to their contribution to goal directed
problem solving.

Patients with frontal lobe lesions have been noted for

their disturbed arousal levels as well as their perseveration which is
marked by an inability to shift set in concept formation (Milner, 1963,
1964).

Furthermore, Zangwill (1966) notes that frontal lobe patients

tend to focus on conventional ideas and have difficulty producing less
usual ideas.

The lack of an orienting response that contributes to the

inability to choose the appropriate program of actions was noted by
Luria and Homskaya (1964).

The model presented by Pribram et al. (1964)

suggests that subjects who do not have an orienting response and do not
habituate to stimuli never register the stimulus nor the consequences of
their behavior.

Therefore, each stimulus is reacted to as if it is being

presented for the first time.

They are not building their own new

internal context and cannot choose the most appropriate response because
their own idiosyncratic set is still operating.

In relation to the pres

ent study, hemisphericity can be understood as the initial context for
responding.

The preference for one hemisphere style becomes the internal

context.
The relevance of this model to the study of creativity and hemi
sphericity lies in the theoretical necessity to utilize both hemispheres
in the creative process.

While right hemisphericity seems implicated in

the creative process, Bogen (1969), Galin (1977), Tenhouten (1978), and
others maintain that the left hemisphere must necessarily be involved.
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If hemisphericity is operationally defined as the habitual or preferen
tial use of one mode of processing, then those models which can contrib
ute to an understanding of disengagement of a preferred response is
essential.

Pribram et al.'s model based on frontal lobe functions pro

vides a theoretical context for understanding the control of inter
hemisphere relations and the creative process.

Assessment of Frontal Lobe Lesions

Two instruments have received some support in the identification
of frontal lobe lesions.

The Stroop Color Word Test (Talland, 1965) was

originally used as a measure of perceptual interference and is also
related to reading fluency.
five words in each row.
yellow).

The patient is asked to read ten rows with

The words are names of color (blue, green, red,

On card one, all the words are in black, on card two the words

are printed in colors other than what the words are spelling, and on the
third card, dots in the four colors are arranged.
to read each card.

Reading time is the score.

The patient is asked

While there is some

association with frontal lobe assessment, especially as it relates to
fluency of reading, this test is not commonly used.
A second instrument that has been used is the Wisconsin Card
Sort Test (WCST) (Milner, 1963).

This test is composed of fifty cards

with each card having one to four symbols (triangle, star, cross, or
circle) in one of four colors (red, green, yellow, blue).

The patient

is asked to place them in one of four stimulus piles and is given verbal
feedback as to the correct or incorrect placement.

They are reinforced

for matching for either color, shape, or number of figures on the card.
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After they have attained the concept, the reinforcement is changed to
another concept.

The score is the number of cards needed to achieve six

correct concept attainments.

This test is the most commonly associated

with the assessment of frontal lobe damage and has recently received fur
ther validation (Robinson, Heaton, Lehman, & Stilson, 1980).
In terms of Pribram's model for frontal lobe functioning, the
WCST presents a good description of a task that would reflect the pro
cesses described by Pribram.

Like the delayed alternation task, an indi

vidual must utilize reinforcement feedback in order to build an internal
context (concept) and notice the appropriate stimuli in order to respond
accurately.

Since the individual has several stimulus characteristics

to which he can attend, he needs to rely primarily on the internal organ
ization.

When the shift in the processes occur, the individual must dis

engage the initial attending behavior and build another internal context
in order to respond accurately.
essential in this task.

A "flexibile noticing order" would be

The internal context is built over time as infor

mation that had been noticed and stored is organized in a meaningful
manner.

Creativity and Flexibility

The general study of creativity and flexibility traditionally
revolves around the psychoanalytic concept of regression in service of
the ego (Kris, 1952).

Theoretically, this aspect implies that an indi

vidual is able to "regress" to a more primitive ego state and then shift
back to secondary processing.

Wild (1965) indicates that the ability to

shift to a more primitive developmental state is a distinct ability of
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the creative individual.

While some studies of flexibility focus on the

psychoanalytic concept of the creative individual (Rothenberg, 1971,
1976), Bloomberg (1971) draws on Werner's concept of hierarchic integra
tion (1957) and proposes that Werner's concept relates to the ability to
operate at various developmental levels.
Using 60 paid volunteers, Bloomberg required subjects to complete
the Rod and Frame Test (Witkin, Dyk, Faterson, Goodenough, & Karp, 1962),
four measures of creativity, and perform a necker cube task under pas
sive and active instructions.

Results revealed no significance for main

effects or the interaction of the two variables.

Bloomberg concluded

that his operational definition of mobility may have been incorrect.

He

suggested that he may have been measuring a variable called vertical
mobility (fluctuation between two discrepant developmental levels) rather
than horizontal mobility (synthesis of different levels).

His conceptu

alization of the two types of mobility is heuristically valuable in mak
ing a comparison of the difference between Galin and Ornstein's switch
ing process and Tenhouten's and Tucker's dialectic process.

However,

whether the necker cube exercise reflects the switching process is open
to question.
Del Gaudio (1976) also attempted to look at the mobility factor
as it relates to creativity and field independence-dependence.

Follow

ing the same line of reasoning as Bloomberg, Del Gaudio proposed that
greater differentiation (field independence) would be associated with
greater mobility.

Male undergraduate volunteers were administered a

group form of the Embedded Figures Test (Oltman, Raskin, & Witkin, 1971).
Scores from the group embedded figures test and ratings of human figure
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drawings were used as measures of psychological differentiation.

Mobil

ity was measured by an object sorting test (Clayton & Jackson, 1961) and
a word association test (Wild, 1965) where subjects were instructed to
produce responses for a regulated, conventional character and an unregu
lated, unconventional character.
was used as the mobility score.

The difference in originality scores
The Remote Associates Test (RAT)

(Mednick & Mednick, 1967) and a biographical inventory (Schaefer & Anastasi, 1968) were administered and four creativity scores were obtained.
In Del Gaudio's study, no interaction with psychological differ
entiation was found.

However, psychological differentiation was signifi

cantly related to performance on the RAT and an art scale abstracted from
the biographical inventory.
cantly correlated.

The two mobility scores were not signifi

The word association score was related to creativity.

The object sorting test was significantly related to the differentiation
measures and the RAT.

Since both of the mobility scores were based on

the originality of the responses, their significant relationship to cre
ativity is understandable.

Their results suggest that creative individ

uals are able to produce a wide range of responses that are both
original and unoriginal.
Newman (1978) is another researcher who examined the role of
hierarchic integration and creativity.

In a two by three factoral

design, Newman examined psychological differentiation and performance on
a group version of the stroop color word test.

Screening 360 under

graduate students, he formed six groups classifying subjects into three
levels of stroop performance and two levels of performance on the group
embedded figures test.

No interaction was reported and psychological
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differentiation and hierarchical integration were orthogonal.

The rela

tionship of the stroop performance and creativity was not easily inter
preted with the medium group subjects performing significantly better on
the Torrance Tests of Creative thinking than either his low or high
stroop performers.
The relevance of these three studies to the present literature
pertains to the suggestion that an ability to differentially apply dif
ferent problem solving modes contributes to the creative production.

One

problem that occurs in attempting to understand the results of these
three studies is the definition of the mobility/hierarchical integration
variable.

Theoretically, these variables certainly do pertain to the

issue of mode switching/integration.

However, each of these studies

defined the variables differently with Newman most closely aligned to
frontal lobe functioning.

Bloomberg's task with the necker cube does not

have any apparent relationship to functioning at different developmental
levels, even though some type of perceptual flexibility might be neces
sary to perform the task.

Del Gaudio's tasks were scored on originality.

While the ability to produce less restricted, nonconventional responses
can be seen easily as relating to creativity, calling that variable
mobility is questionable.

Of the three studies reviewed, the stroop

task, as utilized by Newman, most closely fits the requirements of being
able to shift from one mode of processing to another mode of processing.
The stroop requires a subject to focus on one appropriate mode and dis
regard the inappropriate mode.
ency measure (Talland, 1965).

It has also been used as a reading flu
The stroop has also been used to infer

the ability to shift perceptual set and to conform to demand
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characteristics.

The equivocal results of Newman's study suggest that

the variable may be important, but its role is presently unknown.

Summary and Implications for Study

Initial observations of split brain patients and theoretical
accounts of the cerebral hemispheres reported the apparently unique con
tributions of each hemisphere to perception and thought (Bogen & Bogen,
1969).

Essentially, the right hemisphere is described as processing

information in a holistic, nonverbal, synthetic fashion, while the left
hemisphere is described as processing information in a serial, verbal
and analytic fashion (Bogen, 1969).

Along with these accounts of cere

bral specialization were initial reports that each hemisphere can func
tion independently and that each hemisphere can rise to dominance over
the other hemisphere so that the respective hemisphere can process infor
mation for which it is specialized (Sperry et al., 1969).

Traditionally,

the term cerebral dominance has been used to connote various motoric fea
tures such as handedness or other functions such as location of speech
centers.

Most people were believed to be dominant for language in the

left hemisphere.

However, Galin's (1974) interest in split brain

reports led him to propose that individuals differed in their approaches
to the world.

He proposed that these approaches grossly reflected the

differences between the cerebral hemispheres.

Consequently, the term

cerebral dominance took on an added meaning.

A later term, hemispher

icity (Katz, 1978; Torrance & Mourad, 1979) , was used to describe the
tendency of an individual to prefer/rely on one style of processing
information more frequently than another style.
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While initial theoretical formulations of hemisphericity and
creativity suggested the importance of both hemispheres (Bogen, 1969),
major research efforts have been directed towards assessing right hemi
sphericity's contribution to creativity (Hamad, 1972; Sarnoff, 1980).
Major theorizing has focused on right hemisphericity (Gowan, 1979; Katz,
1978) suggesting that "divergent thinking processes and the prevalence
of cognitive flexibility can all be conceptualized as differing aspects,
of the same, underlying right hemisphere based cognitive style" (Katz,
p. 262).

The results of this focus have been to diminish the contribu

tion of the left hemisphere through omission.
However, Bogen's initial contention was that problem solving can
also occur in both hemispheres and that the corpus collosum's capacity
for transfer of information leads to greater flexibility for thought.
He also suggested that inhibition of that transfer of learning blocks
new insights as demonstrated by the reported loss of creativity in split
brain patients.

While Sperry (1968) and Levy (1969) proposed that a

result of specialization of the hemispheres was a decreased interference
of competing brain functions.

Bogen proposed that a reciprocal inhibi

tion system where one hemisphere rises to dominance over another would
interfere with the creative process.

However, he did not explain how a

system that would permit the creative process operates.

What is needed

is a model that described what influences the activation and inhibition
of the hemispheres.

Galin and Ornstein (1972) propose a switching mech

anism that would account for an activation based on the material being
processed.

Kimura's (1964, 1966) work addresses the effect of task char

acteristics on hemisphere activation.

Kinsbourne (1973) demonstrated
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that the inappropriate mode of processing information can also be acti
vated.

His attentional bias paradigm delineates pre-stimulus effects

and addresses how the inappropriate hemisphere can be activated.
An additional variable that must be considered as a factor
involved in hemisphere activation is hemisphericity.

Inherent in its

definition (preference of an individual for a particular mode of process
ing that increases the probability that one style will be used) is the
assumption that one hemisphere over time will be activated more fre
quently than the other hemisphere.

In this light, hemisphericity can be

regarded as a pre-determining factor in hemisphere activation, much like
Kinsbourne's pre-stimulus effect.

In the case of hemisphericity, the

factor would be an internal pre-stimulus effect.

However, studies such

as the one conducted by Coleman and Zenhausern (1979) where both visual
half-field effects and hemisphericity effects were observed, point to an
additional variable.

That variable mediates the activation process so

that stimulus and pre-stimulus effects are not over-ridden by hemispher
icity effects.

Without such a variable, inappropriate and theoretically,

uncreative processing would occur.
That additional variable would necessarily have to enable an
individual, regardless of hemisphericity, to choose the correct process
ing style and also enable an individual to switch modes when that ini
tial mode of processing is no longer effective.

Pribram et al.'s (1964)

proposed model, based on frontal lobe functioning, addresses the issue
of appropriate response programs for incoming stimuli and points to that
additional mediating variable.

While he does not address hemisphere

functioning or hemisphericity, he points to the role of the frontal
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lobes as an executive in choosing the appropriate mode for encoding
information.
The "flexible noticing order" function, proposed by Pribram,
conceptually fits very closely to what would be required of this addi
tional variable.

According to Pribram's model, the inhibiting inter

action would be able to inhibit inappropriate encoding in order to
swith to the appropriate program.

While he does not address hemisphere

effect, his model fits well with the suggested switching variable.

The Present Study

The present study was designed to provide further data regarding
the contribution of hemisphericity to the creative process.

While ini

tial theoretical accounts suggest the contribution of both hemisphere
styles in the creative process, most of the emphasis has been placed on
a right hemisphericity role.

The role of left hemisphericity and the

role of the ability to appropriately alternate hemisphere styles has not
received much examination.

Some research has addressed the issue of an

integrated style (Torrance & Mourad, 1979), but the meaning of an inte
grated style is unclear as to whether it would suggest an appropriate
processing style or a random style that has no relation to task demands.
A flexibility variable, based on a model of the executive func
tion of the frontal lobes (Pribram et al., 1964) was proposed that would
mediate the switching process suggested by Galin and Ornstein (1972).
This hypothesized variable would address the question of whether the
reported importance of right hemisphericity in creativity results
because it is generally sufficient for creativity or whether it is
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necessary but not sufficient.

If hemisphericity is a necessary, but

not sufficient condition, the addition of the flexibility variable would
account for significantly more variance than hemisphericity alone (Hypo
thesis I).

If hemisphericity is generally sufficient for creativity,

then that variable would account for a significant amount of variance
and flexibility would not add anything to the model (Hypothesis II).

If

hemisphericity does account for a significant amount of the variance
associated with creativity, the results of Harnad and Sarnoff would sug
gest that right hemisphericity would be more closely related than left
hemisphericity.

Operational Definitions

While the present study focused on two variables (hemisphericity
and flexibility), each of these two variables were assessed by several
different measures.

Therefore, these variables were conceptualized as

two sets of variables.

The Hemisphericity Set (Set H) was composed of

four measures yielding seven scores and the Flexibility Set (Set F) was
composed of three major scores recorded from a flexibility task based on
the model of the Wisconsin Card Sort.

Each set is composed of a group

of measures which theoretically belong together.
Four instruments were used to operationalize hemisphericity: (a)
twenty of the forty questions from a lateral eye movement questionnaire
(Schwartz et al., 1975); (b) Zenhausern's Your Style of Thinking Ques
tionnaire (1978); (c) the Byrne Repression-Sensitization Scale (Byrne et
al., 1963); and (d) the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale (Crowne
& Marlowe, 1964).

The number of left lateral eye movements, the number
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of right lateral eye movements, the number of non-lateral eye movements,
and a ratio computed to reflect a continuum of right hemisphericity to
left hemisphericity were taken from the lateral eye movement question
naire.

A score computed from the Your Style of Thinking Questionnaire

was also used.

Because of the reported relationship between the

Repression-Sensitization Scale and the eye movement questionnaire, this
measure was also included.

Dawson (1981) reported the usefulness of the

Marlow-Crowne in assessing hemisphericity.

Furthermore, this measure

has been considered to reflect one type of repression (Crowne & Marlowe,
1964).

Therefore, this measure was also included as a possible per

sonality index of hemisphericity.
Set H can be viewed as comprised of three levels of hemispericity:
behavioral, personal preference, and personality.

The lateral eye move

ment data represent the behavioral component, the Your Style of Thinking
Questionnaire represents the personal preference, and the RepressionSensitization Scale and the Social Desirability Scale represent the per
sonality component.
Since there are no existing measures tapping the type of flexi
bility described by Pribram, et al. that also reflect hemisphere charac
teristics, a task was designed following the model of the Wisconsin Card
Sort Test (Berg, 1948).
task is in Appendix A.

A full description of the development of the
This task, which is an analogue of the Wisconsin

Card Sort Test, requires subjects to match configurations of numbers and
letters presented on two consecutive slides.

Subjects are required to

match stimuli on one of the four characteristics, two of which theoreti
cally require left hemisphere processing (letter and number matching)
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and two which require right hemisphere processing (matching shapes of
the configurations and matching the colors of the configurations.

Fol

lowing the model of the Wisconsin Card Sort Task, all stimuli can be
matched for.all characteristics, but reinforcement is received for match
ing only one of the four characteristics.

Once the concept is attained,

the characteristic being reinforced is changed.

In this study flexi

bility was operationalized as the sum of the standardized scores for (a)
the number of trials needed to switch from one right hemisphere task to
another right hemisphere task; (b) the number of trials needed to switch
from a left hemisphere task to another left hemisphere task; (c) the
number of trials needed to switch from a left hemisphere task to a right
hemisphere task; and (d) the number of trials needed to switch from a
right hemisphere task to a left hemisphere task.

The sum of the stan

dardized scores for the number of trials needed to learn all four con
cepts was also used.

A SERIES score was also used.

A SERIES score con

sisted of a tally of the number of times a subject was able to respond
correctly on 5 or more consecutive trials without reaching the criterion
of 10 consecutive correct trials.

During the pilot study, the experi

menter observed this phenomenon and decided to record the occurrence as
a control variable.

Pilot subjects had reported that they had "phased

out for a minute;" "wanted to make sure they had the concept;" or
"anticipated a switch in reinforcement."
Creativity was operationalized as the total of the standardized
scores for flexibility, originality, fluency, and elaboration on the
figural Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (Torrance, 1974).

1

CHAPTER II
METHOD
Subjects
Fifty-nine undergraduate and graduate students were recruited
from those students attending the University of North Dakota during the
1980 summer session.

Because of the small enrollment during the summer

session, students from several university departments were invited to
participate in the study.

In addition to using subjects from the psy

chology department's subject pool, the experimenter contacted students
who were attending classes in humanities, sociology, biology, statistics,
and learning disabilities.

From the initial sample of 59 subjects, 50

subjects were used for the study.

Eight subjects were eliminated

because they were not able to complete the flexibility task.
ject failed to appear for all of the experimental sessions.
subjects, there were 13 males and 37 females.
with a mean age of 24.

One sub
Of those 50

Ages ranged from 18 to 40

All subjects were right handed with no familial

sinistrality.

Instruments
Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT).

Two nonverbal tests

from the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (Torrance, 1974) were used.
These two tests were contained in a five page booklet.

One of these

tests, the Incomplete Figures Task, was originally constructed by Kate
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Franck and used by Barron (1958) in studying creativity.

The task

requires subjects to elaborate on a series of 10 lines which vary in cur
vature, number of angles, and number of lines.

Torrance "selected some

of the incomplete figures from Franck's tests and constructed . . . forms
he called the incomplete figures tests," (Torrance, 1962, p. 214).

The

other task, called the Parallel Lines Task, asks the subject to elabo
rate on 30 sets of two 1-1/2 inch parallel lines.
10 minutes for each of the tasks.

Subjects are allowed

Both tasks are scored for frequency

of occurrence (originality), number of lines on which the subject elab
orated (fluency), number of different ideas which the subject used (flex
ibility), and the complexity of the drawing (elaboration).

The sum of

the standardized scores for each of the four scoring categories was used
as the creativity index.
The tests in the TTCT were developed to assess creative thinking.
The use of two of the three tasks in the TTCT has been used previously
as an indication of creative thinking (Ohmstad, 1976).

In a personal

communication, Ohmstad indicated that since the procedures for relia
bility and validity for all three activities are essentially equivalent,
the use of only two of the tasks should provide an adequate measure of
creativity.

Furthermore, Torrance stated that using individual groups

of tests such as the figural tasks without including the verbal form
also permits a reliable assessment of creative thinking (Torrance, 1962).

Repression-Sensitization Scale (R-S).

A 127-item version of the

revised Repression Sensitization Scale (Byrne, Barry, & Nelson, 1963)
titled the "Health and Opinion Survey" was employed for the purposes of
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the present study (see Appendix B).

Subjects who score high on this

measure answer true to questions such as:

"My sleep is fitful and dis

rupted;" and "Criticism or scolding hurts me terribly."
false to questions such as:
mixer."

Subjects answer

"I do not tire quickly;" and "I am a good

High scorers are traditionally called sensitizers while low

scorers are labeled repressors.

This scale is reported to have high

correlations with anxiety measures such as the Taylor Manifest Anxiety
Scale (Golin, Herren, Lakota, & Reineck, 1967).

Weinberger, Schwartz,

and Davidson (1979) summarize research findings on the RepressionSensitization Scale and suggest that subjects who are labeled as repress
ors often underestimate their aggressive behavior and are more likely to
display "hysterical conversion symptoms," (p. 370).

Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale (M-C).

The 33-item

Social Desirability Scale (Crowne & Marlowe, 1964) was employed (see
Appendix B).
tions such as:

Subjects who score high on the measure answer true to ques
"I have never intensely disliked anyone;" and "I am

always careful about my manner of dress."
tions such as:

They answer false to ques

"I like to gossip at times;" and "I sometimes feel

resentful when I don't get my way."

High scorers are reported to dis

play a defensiveness related to the need to protect one's self-esteem
(Crowne & Marlowe, 1964) and has been used to describe a type of
repression.

Your Style of Thinking Questionnaire (YSTQ).

The 21-item YSTQ

(Zenhausern, 1978) was employed for this study (see Appendix B).
YSTQ consists of 21 questions/exercises that are designed to help

The
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subjects focus on their style of thinking.

Following each exercise, sub

jects are asked whether they saw or heard a word or whether they pic
tured a scene.

They are also asked how vivid the picture was if they

saw a picture.

The final question requires the subject to indicate

whether he thinks in pictures or words.
how sure he is of his answer.

The subject must also indicate

For this study the rating scale used for

the last question was used as the style of thinking index.

A score of

20 would represent a subject who indicated that he thinks in pictures
and is very sure about his decision.

A score of 1 would represent a sub

ject who indicated that he thinks in words and is very sure about his
answer.

Zenhausern and Gebhart (1979) report a 70% agreement between the

YSTQ and the Your Style of Thinking and Learning Questionnaire (Torrance
et al., 1978).

Lateral Eye Movement Questionnaire.

A lateral eye movement

questionnaire was administered to each subject using 20 of the 40
reflective questions of Schwartz et al. (1975).

Tucker, Antes, Stenslie,

and Barnhardt (1978) utilized this procedure in examining auditory attentional bias and lateral eye movements.
in Appendix B.

This questionnaire is contained

Subjects were informed that they would be asked ques

tions regarding the world around them and asked to answer as honestly as
possible.

They were seated in an eight by eight foot private experi

mental room with a symmetrical view of the room.

The experimenter was

seated directly in front of the subject with his chair within one foot
of the subject's chair.

The first lateral eye movement following the

completion of the question and prior to the verbal response by the
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subject was scored for directional movement.

Questions on which no gaze

shift occurred within two to three seconds following the completion of a
question or in which no movement occurred prior to completion of the sub
ject's answer, were scored as "stares".

Movements were recorded on a

clock face diagram so that they were represented in relation to the cen
ter of the clock face.

After the administration of the questionnaire,

the movements were coded as right lateral eye movements (RLEM), left
lateral eye movements (LLEM) or non-lateral eye movements (NLEM). NLEM
included both vertical movements as well as stares.

Responses where sub

jects closed their eyes prior to answering the questions were not used.
A ratio (LLEM - RLEM) / (LLEM + RLEM + NLEM) was computed to reflect a
continuum of right hemisphere activation to left hemisphere activation.

Flexibility Task.

A flexibility task that would theoretically

reflect hemisphere characteristics was designed following the model of
the Wisconsin Card Sort Test (Berg, 1948).

A full description of the

development of the stimulus slides is contained in Appendix A.

In gen

eral, this task requires the subject to match configurations of numbers
and letters presented on two consecutive slides.

Subjects are required

to match stimuli on one of the four characteristics, two which theoreti
cally require left hemisphere processing (letter and number matching)
and two which require right hemisphere processing (matching the shapes
of the configurations and matching the color of the configurations).
Following the model of the Wisconsin Card Sort Test, all stimuli can be
matched for more than one characteristic, but reinforcement is received
for matching only one characteristic.

Once the concept is attained, the
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characteristic being reinforced is changed.

Each trial consists of two

slides of configurations of numbers and letters.
Each slide is a configuration of two numbers and two letters.
The numbers and letters are arranged in one of 14 possible arrangements
(shapes) and are dyed one of 8 possible hues.

On the second slide of

each trial is another configuration of numbers and letters.

If the four

major characteristics of these slides (numbers, letters, color, and
shape) are allowed to vary independently, each of the four characteris
tics on the second slide may be either the same or different from the
respective characteristic on the first slide.

Because the task is very

difficult to learn when all characteristics are allowed to vary simul
taneously, three sets of slide pairs were developed.

Two sets were used

for learning the task and one set was used to assess subjects’ switching
ability.

Each of the two learning sets allowed only two of the charac

teristics to vary.

A pilot study was conducted to examine the difficulty

of the three slide sets and to develop a procedure that would allow sub
jects to successfully learn and complete the task.

A description of the

procedure and results of the pilot study is contained in Appendix C.
Figure 1 contains two configurations of numbers and letters.

T 1
A
5
Figure 1.

H
1
5 S
Two stimulus configurations.

In the two configurations in Figure 1, the numbers in the configurations
are the same while the letters and the shape of the configurations dif
fer.

Since the configurations are typed in black, the color is also the
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same.

On the stimulus slides, the numbers and letters differed in color

in a way that was not easily verbalizable.
For the present study, the flexibility task consisted of learn
ing trials (LTS) and flexibility trials (FLEX).

The learning trials

utilized the two sets of slide pairs that varied on only two character
istics.

One set was constructed so that only color and shape varied

(LGT) while the other set was constructed so that only numbers and let
ters varied (LAT).

For each of these two sets, one of the two relevant

characteristics was reinforced until the subject responded correctly on
10 consecutive trials.

Following concept attainment, the reinforcement

was changed to the other relevant characteristic until the subject again
responded correctly on 10 consecutive trials.

After a five minute break,

the second set of learning trials was administered using the same
procedure.
Following a five minute break, the FLEX trials were administered.
On this set of stimulus pairs, all characteristics varied independently
so that each pair of slides could be same or different for any or all of
the four characteristics.

The sequence of the reinforcement schedules

was arranged so that the shift in concept would reflect both intra-modal
and cross-modal switching.

Intra-modal switching is represented by

changing the reinforcement from a characteristic from one hemisphere to
another characteristic from the same hemisphere, i.e., from letter match
ing to number matching.

Cross-modal switching is represented by chang

ing the reinforcement for a characteristic from one hemisphere to a char
acteristic from the other hemisphere, i.e., letter matching to shape
matching.

Four reinforcement sequences were used in order to counter
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balance any order effect that might result from starting with any one of
the four characteristics.
Three major flexibility scores were used from the task procedure:
learning trial score (LTS), a total flexibility score (FLEX) and a
series score (SERIES).

The LTS was comprised of the sum of the stan

dardized scores for the number of trials needed to learn the set of
trials pertaining to the right hemisphere tasks (LGT) and the sum of the
standardized scores for the number of trials needed to learn the left
hemisphere tasks (LAT).

The FLEX score was comprised of the sum of the

standardized scores for the number of trials needed to switch from one
right hemisphere task to another right hemisphere task (I-G); the number
of trials needed to switch from a left hemisphere task to another left
hemisphere task (I-A); the number of trials needed to switch from a left
hemisphere task to a right hemisphere task (C-G); and the number of
trials needed to switch from a right hemisphere task to a left hemisphere
task (C-A).

A score that was the sum of the standardized scores for the

number of trials for the two right hemisphere tasks (GT) was recorded
also.

A score for the number of trials for the two left hemisphere

tasks (AT) was recorded also.

The GT and AT scores were not included in

the FLEX score since they were abstracted from the same set of trials as
C-G, C-A, I-G, and I-A.

The SERIES score consisted of a tally of the

number of times a subject was able to respond correctly on 5 or more con
secutive trials without reaching the criterion of 10 consecutive correct
trials.

During the pilot study, the experimenter observed this phenome

non and decided to record this occurrance as a control variable.

Pilot

subjects had reported that they had "phased out for a minute;" "wanted
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to make sure they had the concept;" or "anticipated a switch in rein
forcement."

Equipment

The equipment consisted of a control panel that housed the exper
imenter's initiation switch, a toggle switch for changing the reinforce
ment, a carousel projector, 240 slides with configurations of numbers
and letters, one rear mounted projection screen constructed from trans
lucent film, four relay timers, two response buttons, two lights which
indicated which response the subject had made, one digital electronic
timer, one standard stopwatch, a tone generator set to generate a sinewave tone set at 24 cycles per second and 40 decibels, a subject initia
tion switch, two sound amplifiers, two four-inch speakers, two micro
phones, and a Lafayette T-scope.
The equipment was arranged so that when the subject pressed the
button labeled "START", a three second relay timer was started.
taneously, the carousel projector began a slide change.

Simul

After three sec

onds, the T-scope opened, the configuration of numbers and letters was
projected onto the screen and a second three second timer relay was
started.

After three seconds, the T-scope was closed, another slide

change was initiated, and another three second timer was started.

After

three seconds, the T-scope was opened, a second slide was projected onto
the screen, and the digital timer was started.

Once the subject made his

decision, he responded with his right hand by pressing one of the two
response buttons which stopped the timer and activated one of the two
lights which corresponded to the response keys.

After the fortieth
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trial, the response buttons also initiated another slide change in order
to move the slide tray into place for the initiation of the next trial.
If the subject responded correctly, a two second relay timer was
started which also activated the tone generator.

If the subject

responded incorrectly, the timer was not activated and no tone was gen
erated.

Following the subject's response, the experimenter recorded the

response, the reaction time, and set the switch that controlled which
response was reinforced.

The subject then initiated the next trial by

pushing the start button which also reset the electronic timer.
Throughout the trials, the microphone in the subject's room was
operational so that the experimenter could hear any question the subject
might have.

The microphone in the experimenter's room was not activated.

However, if the experimenter needed to communicate with the subject, the
microphone could be activated for ready communication.

Procedure

Subjects were required to attend a 1-1/2 hour group session, a
1/2 hour individual session and a 1-1/2 hour individual session.

Each

subject attended the group session prior to arranging for the individual
sessions.

During the group session, the TTCT, the Health and Opinion

Survey, the M-C, and the YSTQ were administered.

Following the group

administration, subjects were asked to complete a personal data sheet
indicating their handedness, whether any family member was left handed,
their telephone number, their address, and their daily time schedule.
In addition, each subject was asked to arrange for their two individual
sessions.
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Group Tests.

Group sessions were held on Tuesday and Wednesday

evenings in a psychology department classroom at 7:00 PM during the
weeks of June 23-27, July 1-4, July 7-12, July 21-25, and July 28-31.
Before the administration of the group measures, the experimenter
reviewed the requirements of the experiment to insure that the right
handed requirements had been met.

Directions to the experimental rooms

where the individual sessions were conducted was also provided.
The group session was divided into two sections.

During the

first section, the TTCT was administered following the standardized
administration procedures.

Each subject is allowed 10 minutes for each

of the activities involved in the TTCT.

Between the administration of

the TTCT and the other group tests, there was a 10 minute break in order
to compensate for any fatigue that may have resulted.
Following the 10 minute break, subjects received a packet of
questionnaires and were asked to complete them in the following order:
Health and Opinion Survey, the Marlowe-Crowne, and the YSTQ.
remaining group measures contained printed instructions.

These

The experi

menter instructed the subjects to read and follow the instructions for
each of the measures.

Lateral Eye Movement Questionnaire.

Subjects were administered

the Lateral Eye Movement Questionnaire in an eight by eight foot private
experimental room.

Subjects were seated with their backs against the

door so that their view would be symmetrical.

After the subjects were

seated, the experimenter situated his chair so that he was sitting
directly in front of the subject with his chair within one foot of the
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subject’s chair.

Each subject was informed that they would be asked

questions about the world around them and asked to answer as honestly as
possible.
The first lateral eye movement following the completion of the
question and prior to the verbal response by the subject was scored for
directional movement.

Questions on which no movement occurred within

two to three seconds following the completion of a question or in which
no movement occurred prior to the completion of the subject's answer
were scored as "stares".

Movements were recorded on a clock face diagram

so that they were represented in relation to the center of the clock
face.

After the administration of the questionnaire, the movements were

coded as right lateral eye movements (RLEM), left lateral eye movements
(LLEM), or non-lateral eye movements (NLEM).

NLEM included either verti

cal movements or stares.
Following the administration of the Lateral Eye Movement Ques
tionnaire, subjects were asked if they had attended the 1-1/2 hour indi
vidual session.

If they had not been administered the flexibility task,

they were reminded of the day and time of that session.

If they had com

pleted all requirements of the study, they were asked if they had any
questions.

Their questions were answered and the general nature of the

study was explained.

Flexibility Task.

Each subject was seated in a metal folding

chair in a small, private room.

A translucent screen, which allowed for

the projection of the slides, was situated in front of the subject at a
distance of about 2-1/2 feet.

A projector was housed in an alley
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adjacent to the subject's room so that the slides could be projected
from behind the screen through a one-way mirror.

In that way, the noise

from the projector was muted and allowed the subject and the experi
menter to be in separate rooms during the experiment.

The subject was

provided with the following set of instructions and asked to read the
instructions silently.

The experimenter then left the room and returned

after five minutes.
This is a problem solving task.

I will be showing you slides

with groups of numbers and letters on them.
change on only four characteristics:

These groups may

COLOR, SHAPE, LETTERS, OR

NUMBERS.
For each trial I will be showing you two slides.

The first

slide will be shown for three seconds, then the screen will be blank
for three seconds and then the second slide will be presented.

Then

you are to indicate by pressing either the SAME or DIFFERENT button
whether the two slides are the same or different on ONE of those
four characteristics.

If you are correct in indicating whether they

are the same or different, a two second tone will be presented.

If

you are wrong, no tone will be presented.
The problem you need to solve for yourself is which ONE of the
four characteristics (COLOR, SHAPE, LETTERS, OR NUMBERS) is being
consistently rewarded according to the tone feedback.
characteristic will be rewarded over several trials.

The same
You need only

indicate whether they are the same or different, not which charac
teristic is the same or different.

The two slides do not need to be

the same on all four characteristics to be considered the same.
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You need to start each trial by pressing the button marked
START.

When the tone is presented, please do not press the START

button until after the tone is completed.

After the presentation

of the second slide, please respond as quickly as you can.
REMEMBER!!!

These groups will change on only four things

(COLOR, SHAPE, LETTERS, OR NUMBERS).

One of the four character

istics (COLOR, SHAPE, LETTERS, OR NUMBERS) will be consistently
rewarded and the same thing will be rewarded over several trials.
You need to decide which thing is being rewarded and indicate same
or different for that one thing.
hear the tone.

If you are right, then you will

If you are wrong, you won't hear anything.

It

won't matter if the other characteristics are the same or differ
ent on the two slides.
When the experimenter returned, the subject again was asked to read the
instructions silently while the experimenter read them aloud.

Follow

ing the reading of the instructions, subjects were told, "Remember, you
have to figure out which one thing I will always be rewarding."

The

subject was told that he would be having several five minute breaks.
Furthermore, the speaker and microphone was pointed out and the subject
was told that he would be able to communicate with the experimenter if
he needed to do so.

The subject was then asked if he had any questions.

After the questions were answered, subjects were read the following
instructions that involved the visual examples.
Let's go through the sequence once before you start.
press the START button.
START button.)

First you

(The subject was instructed to press the

After two seconds, the slide will be shown for
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three seconds, then the screen will be blank for three seconds and
then the second slide will be presented.

Then you are to indicate

by pressing either the SAME or DIFFERENT button whether the two
slides are the same or different.
press a response button.)

(The subject was instructed to

If you are correct in indicating whether

they are the same or different, a two second tone will be presented.
If you are wrong, no tone will be presented.
pressed the START button.)
on the same slide.

(The experimenter then

I will now show you two configurations

You will note that they are different on all

four characteristics!

color, shape, letters, and numbers.

Remember, you need to decide which thing is being rewarded and
indicate same or different for that one thing.

The two slides do

not need to be different on all four characteristics to be con
sidered different.
The subject was again asked if there were any questions.

After these

questions were answered, the experimenter left the subject's room and
returned to the experimenter's room.

When the equipment was ready, the

subject was again asked if there were any questions and told that he
could begin whenever he was ready.

The experimenter's microphone was

then de-activated.
The presentation of the task was counter-balanced so that one
half of the subjects were administered the right hemisphere trials (LGT)
first and one half of the subjects were administered the left hemisphere
learning trials (LAT) first.

The presentation of each task was further

counter-balanced so that on the LGT one half of the subjects were rein
forced for color matching first while one half of the subjects were
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reinforced for shape matching first.

Likewise, on the LAT, one half of

the subjects were reinforced for letter matching first while one half of
the subjects were reinforced for number matching first.

The presenta

tion of the trials was counter-balanced to control for an order effect.
After the presentation of the LGT and the LAT, the stimulus
slide set that varied on both right and left hemisphere tasks (G & A)
was presented.

The order of presentation for these trials was also

counter-balanced.
Subjects were given a five minute break after each of the first
two sets of learning trials.

However, because some subjects experienced

difficulty in performing the task, additional five minute breaks were
also allotted.

On any given set of trials, if a subject had not

attained the first concept of that set within 80 trials, a five minute
break was given and the subject was asked which of the four character
istics he was focusing on.

If a subject had not attained the first con

cept within the next 40 trials, a second five minute break was given and
the subject was informed that for that task, he should focus on one of
the two appropriate characteristics.

For example, on the LGT, he should

focus on either the color or the shape of the configurations.

If after

another 40 trials, the subject had not attained the first concept, the
session was discontinued.

Of the 59 subjects, 8 subjects were unable

to complete the task.
Following the completion of the flexibility task, each subject
was interviewed regarding his preference for the characteristics, which
matching task was the easiest, and his general strategy for solving the
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task.

If the subject had completed all of the other procedures, he was

asked if he had any questions and informed about the nature of the
study.

CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Descriptive Data
Selected means and standard deviations were calculated for the
various components of the data in order to provide a general description
of the subjects' performances.

Subjects required a mean of 227 trials

with a standard deviation of 73.32 to complete the learning trials (LTS)
and the flexibility trials (FLEX) of the flexibility task.

This com

pares with a mean of 231.15 and a standard deviation of 46.67 for the 16
pilot study subjects.

The large standard deviation reflects the greater

variability in performance by the 50 subjects in the main study.

How

ever, in general, the mean reflects that the task was experienced with
the same amount of difficulty by subjects in the main study as well as
subjects in the pilot study.

Approximately, the same percentage of sub

jects were eliminated from both the main study and the pilot study (2
out of 18 and 9 out of 59).
Table 1 contains the means and the standard deviations for the
creativity scores for the subjects in the study and two of the standard
ized groups for the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (Torrance, 1974).
Subjects in the present study appear very similar to those subjects in
the standardized groups.

Because of the differences in means among the

four types of scores, the scores were standardized before they were
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combined for the total creativity score used in the study.

The scores

were standardized with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1.

Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations for the Creativity Scores for the
Subjects in the Study and Two Standardization Groups

Fluency

Flexibility

Originality

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Study

18.5

6.6

15.16

4.4

26.9

13.8

62.7

28.4

Under
graduates

14.8

6.0

12.40

4.7

19.9

11.6

68.8

29.6

Graduate
Students

20.6

7.0

14.90

4.1

31.1

13.4

91.6

30.8

Group

Elaboration

Separate means for the males and the females in the study were
computed in order to rule out a sex effect.

While males generally

achieved slightly higher scores (m = 1.09) than females (m = -0.09), the
difference in their performances was not significant, t(48) = 1.413,
p > .05.
While the present study focused on two variables (Hemisphericity
and Flexibility), each of these two variables was assessed by several
different measures.

Therefore, these variables were conceptualized as

two sets of variables.

The Hemisphericity Set (Set H) was composed of

four measures yielding seven scores and the Flexibility Set (Set F) was
composed of three major scores recorded from the one flexibility task.
Each set is composed of a group of measures which theoretically belong
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together.

Table 2 provides the names of the variables and the sub

components that comprise each of the two sets.

Table 2
Variable Sets and Their Respective Variable Components
Set Name

Set H

Set F

Component Name

Sub-Component Name

Repression-Sensitization (R-S)
Social Desirability (S-D)
Right Lateral Eye Movements (RLEM)
Left Lateral Eye Movements (LLEM)
Non-Lateral Eye Movements (NLEM)
Lateral Eye Movement Ratio (LEM)
Your Style of Thinking
Questionnaire (YSTQ)
Number of Trials Required to
Learn Task (LTS)

Number of Trials Required to
Learn Gestalt Tasks (LGT)
Number of Trials Required to
Learn Analytic Tasks (LAT)

Number of Trials Required to
Make Four Conceptual
Switches (FLEX)

Number of Trials Required to
Switch from One Gestalt
Task to Another Gestalt
Task (I-G)
Number of Trials Required to
Switch from one Analytic
Task to Another Analytic
Task (I-A)
Number of Trials Required to
Switch from an Analytic
Task to a Gestalt Task
(C-G)
Number of Trials Required to
Switch from a Gestalt Task
to an Analytic Task (C-A)

Number of Times a Subject
Responds Correctly on 5 to 9
Consecutive Trials Without
Attaining the Criterion of 10
Correct Consecutive Trials
(SERIES)
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Hemisphericity and Flexibility

Statistical analysis proceeded through three stages.

The first

stage pertained to Hypothesis I which examines the increment in variance
when the flexibility variable (Set F) and the hemisphericity variable
(Set H) are considered together.

If hemisphericity is a necessary, but

not sufficient condition, the addition of the flexibility variable would
account for a significant increment in variance than hemisphericity
alone.

In order to test this hypothesis, two regression procedures were

conducted.

The model CREATIVITY = Set H (Repression-Sensitization (R-S),

Social Desirability (S-D), Non-Lateral Eye Movements (NLEM) , Lateral Eye
Movement Ratio (LEM) and the Your Style of Thinking Questionnaire (YSTQ))
accounted for 9% of the variance with p > .50.

The number of Right

Lateral Eye Movements (RLEM) and the number of Left Lateral Eye Move
ments (LLEM) could not be used in the regression equation because RLEM,
LLEM, and NLEM comprise a singular matrix that would bias the results.
Because NLEM was the single variable score with the highest simple cor
relation with creativity (r = .25, p < .08), NLEM was included in the
regression equation.

The LEM ratio was used so that the dimension of

right hemisphere style versus left hemisphere style would be included.
large LEM score reflects a right hemisphericity style while a small LEM
score reflects a left hemisphericity style.
The second regression procedure utilized both Set H and Set F
(the number of trials needed to learn the task (LTS), the number of
trials needed to make both kinds of cross-modal switches and the number
of trials needed to make both kinds of intra-modal switches (FLEX), and

A
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the number of incidences where a subject responded correctly on five to
nine trials without reaching the criterion of ten correct consecutive
trials (SERIES)).

The model CREATIVITY - Set H-Set F accounted for

23.9% of the variance with p < .15.

Table 3 contains the sums of

squares, the degrees of freedom, the values for F, and the significance
levels for Set H and Set F.

This information was used to test Hypo

thesis I.

Table 3
Multiple Regression:

Source

SS

CREATIVITY = Set H Set F

df

F

P

Set H

4.4483

5

.88

.50

Set F

7.2733

3

2.38

> .05

MODEL

11.7216

8

1.61

.15

WITHIN

37.2784

41

TOTAL, 49.0000

49

Using the general F test for testing the significance for an increment
in variance (Cohen & Cohen, 1975), the information from the two regres
sion models was used to test whether the addition of Set F to the
regression model accounted for significantly more variance than Set H
alone.

With F (3,41) = 2.382, p > .05.

regarding Set H and Set F.
more variance in the model.

Hypothesis I was not supported

Set F does not account for significantly
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However, because the number of components that comprise Set H
and Set F are five and three respectively, a second step of analysis was
conducted in order to identify the variable(s) from each set that would
account for the most variance with the greatest level of significance.
By reducing the number of components in the regression model, greater
efficiency in accounting for variance in the creativity scores can be
achieved.

Those variables which did not contribute a significant pro

portion of variance to the models were eliminated.
A stepwise regression procedure was conducted on each of the
sets.

For Set H a one variable model accounted for the most variance

with the most significance.

This variable was NLEM, accounting for 6.3%

of the variance with p < .079.
A stepwise regression procedure for Set F resulted in a three
variable model that accounted for the most variance with the highest
level of significance.

All three of the primary scores for Set H con

tributed to the regression model.
14.7% of the variance with p < .06.
in the following manner:

This three variable model accounted
The variables entered the equation

FLEX, SERIES, and LTS.

A regression model with each of the variables identified by the
stepwise regression procedure was constructed.

The model CREATIVITY =

NLEM LTS FLEX SERIES accounted for 22.2% of the variance with p < .021.
The results of this procedure are contained in Table 4.

While all fac

tors appear to contribute to the model, NLEM and FLEX are significant.
LTS shows a trend toward significance.
Using the general F test for testing the significance for an
increment in variance, the significance of adding Set F to the Set H
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Table 4
Multiple Regression:

Source

CREATIVITY = NLEM LTS FLEX SERIES

beta

SS

df

F

P

NLEM

+0.284

3.6807

1

4.35

.04

LTS

+0.256

2.9306

1

3.46

.07

FLEX

-0.581

5.9824

1

7.07

.01

SERIES

+0.326

1.9155

1

2.26

.14

MODEL

10.8953

4

3.22

.02

WITHIN

38.1047

45

49.0000

49

TOTAL

variable NLEM, was tested.

Adding Set F to the regression model

resulted in a significant increment in variance,, F(3,45) - 3.073, p < .05
When those variables in Set H which did not contribute a significant
proportion of variance to the regression model were eliminated, Set H
and Set F accounted for a significant amount of variance.

Hemisphericity and Creativity

The regression model CREATIVITY = Set H accounted for 9% of the
variance with p > .50.

Hypothesis II, regarding the importance of hemi

sphericity to creativity is not supported.

The hemisphericity variable

did not account for a significant amount of creativity variance.

Direction of the Relationship between Hemisphericity and
Creativity.

The research by Harnad (1972) and Hines and Martindale
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(1974) suggest that right hemisphericity should be more related to cre
ativity than left hemisphericity.

Table 5 contains the results of the

regression equation involving Set H.

Inspection of the beta values

allows examination of the direction of the relationship between creativ
ity and hemisphericity.

Table 5
Multiple Regression:

Source

CREATIVITY = Hemisphericity Scores

SS

beta

df

F

P

R-S

+0.095

.3871

1

.38

.50

S-D

-0.047

.0929

1

.09

.50

NLEM

+0.274

3.5650

1

3.52

.07

LEM

-0.090

.3602

1

.36

.50

YSTQ

+0.126

.7208

1

.71

.40

MODEL

4.4482

5

.88

.50

WITHIN

44.5516

44

49.0000

49

TOTAL

The results of this model suggest that the NLEM is the most important
component in the model and that as the number of NLEM increases so
should the creativity scores.

With NLEM accounting for the most signifi

cant amount of variance, a right or a left hemisphere style would be
negatively related to creativity.

The suggestion that a right hemispher

icity style would have a greater association with creativity cannot be
supported.
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Hemisphericity and the Personality Variables.

The second step

involved in the examination of the components of the hemisphericity set
is the relationship of the personality variables to the behavioral and
preference measures.

Regression equations were constructed for each of

the two personality variables, Repression-Sensitization and Social Desir
ability.

Table 6 contains the results of the regression model

REPRESSION-SENSITIZATION = Set H.
i

Table 6
Multiple Regression:

REPRESSION-SENSITIZATION =

Hemisphericity Scores

Source

beta

SS

df

F

P

LEM

+0.219

2.324

1

2.37

.13

NLEM

-0.075

.271

1

00

CM
•

.50

YSTQ

-0.183

1.624

1

1.66

.20

MODEL

3.877

3

1.32

.28

WITHIN

45.123

46

49.000

49

TOTAL

The regression procedure with Repression-Sensitization as the dependent
variable accounted for 8% of the variance with p < .28.
Table 7 contains the results of the regression procedure related
to Social Desirability.

The regression model SOCIAL DESIRABILITY = Set

H accounted for 11% of the variance with p < .13.
significant contributor to the regression equation.

The LEM is the only
While the regression

equation involving social desirability resulted in a higher level of
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Table 7
Multiple Regression:

SOCIAL DESIRABILITY =

Hemisphericity Scores

Source

beta

SS

df

F

P

LEM

-0.270

3.551

1

3.76

.06

NLEM

+0.147

1.050

1

1.11

.30

YSTQ

-0.140

.957

1

1.01

.32

MODEL

5.610

3

1.98

.13

WITHIN

43.390

46

49.000

49

TOTAL

significance than the regression equation involving RepressionSensitization, neither of the two equations accounted for a significant
amount of variance.
Inspection of the beta values in the two equations reveals that
the LEM and the YSTQ relate to Repression-Sensitization in opposite
ways.

The LEM relates positively to the score suggesting that a right

hemisphere style is related to sensitization as reflected by the scale.
In contrast, the beta value for the YSTQ is negatively related to the
R-S score suggesting that a right hemisphere style is related to repres
sion.

Inspection of the beta values in Table 7 reveals that both LEM

and the YSTQ relate negatively to the S-D score suggesting that left
hemisphericity is related to a high need for self-protection as
reflected by the S-D score.

However, the failure of either of the

regression models contained in Tables 6 and 7 to account for a
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significant amount of variance prohibits interpretation.

While the

direction of these relationships is heuristicly interesting, neither of
the models account for a significant amount of variance.

Three Types of Hemisphericity Measures.

The third step in the

analysis of the relationship of Set H to creativity pertains to the con
tribution of the three types of hemisphericity scores.

Set H can be

viewed as comprised of three levels of indices of hemisphericity
(behavioral, personal preference, and personality variables).

The LEM

scores represent the behavioral component, the YSTQ represents the per
sonal preference, and the Repression-Sensitization Scale and the Social
Desirability Scale represent the personality variable.

Three regression

equations were utilized in determining the amount of variance that is
added to Set H by each of the three levels of hemisphericity indices.
The three levels were hierarchicly ordered so that the behavioral level
was considered first, then the personal preference level, and then the
personality level.

The general F test for testing the significance of

an increment in variance was utilized. .Table 8 contains the results of
the regression procedures that were conducted.
regression models, the

Table 8 contains the

for each model, the degrees of freedom, and

the significance level for the model.

The significance level for the

increment in variance and the level associated with that increment are
also included.
None of the models accounted for a significant amount of vari
ance of creativity.

The YSTQ does not account for significantly more

variance than LEM and NLEM.

The personality measures do not account for

significantly more variance than LEM, NLEM, and the YSTQ.

The addition
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of these variables to the model as components of Set H do not account
for significantly more variance than the lateral eye movement question
naire scores.

Table 8
Regression Models Used in the Assessment of the
Significance of Increments in Variance

MODEL

R2

p < F
(model)

df

p < F
(increment)

Variable

Behavioral

NLEM LEM

.066

2

.2028

NLEM LEM YSTQ

.079

3

.2816

.4206

Preference

NLEM LEM YSTQ R-S S-D

.091

5

.5033

.5764

Personality

Creativity and the Flexibility Task

The three variable regression model, CREATIVITY = LTS FLEX
SERIES, was computed in order to examine the relationship among the
three major flexibility scores.
variance with p < .06.

This model accounted for 14.7% of the

The results of this procedure are contained in

Table 9.
Inspection of the beta values reveals that a greater number of
trials during the learning trials (LTS), fewer number of trials on the
switching trials (FLEX), and a greater number of incidences where a sub
ject was able to successfully respond on five to nine consecutive trials
without reaching the criterion of ten correct trials (SERIES) are pre
dictive of higher creativity scores.
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Table 9
Multiple Regression:

CREATIVITY == LTS FLEX SERIES

beta

SS

LTS

+0.216

2.1152

1

2.33

.13

FLEX

-0.599

6.3674

1

7.01

.01

SERIES

+0.406

3.0670

1

3.38

.07

7.2145

3

2.65

.06

41.7855

46

49.0000

49

Source

MODEL
WITHIN
TOTAL

df

F

P

N

Of particular interest is the SERIES score and its contribution
to the model.

Since a large SERIES score also contributes to a large

FLEX score, one would expect the SERIES score to be negatively corre
lated with creativity, especially since FLEX and SERIES have a simple
correlation of +.785.

However, the correlation between creativity and

SERIES is equal to -.036 and does not even approach significance.
Inspection of the beta weights for SERIES and FLEX in the regression
model reveals that the value for FLEX is greater than its simple r with
creativity (r = -.0227).

Furthermore, the SERIES value is not only

greater than the simple r and approaching significance, but relating to
creativity in a manner opposite of the way FLEX relates to creativity.
Cohen and Cohen (1975) describe the relationship among the three vari
ables as reflecting a suppression effect, specifically describing SERIES
as a net suppression variable.

By removing the variance in creativity

that is shared by the FLEX score and the SERIES score, the association
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between FLEX and creativity increases.

SERIES appears to conceal the

relationship between FLEX and creativity.
A similar result occurs with the LTS score.

The beta value

(+.216) from the regression procedure is larger than the simple r
between LTS and creativity (r = +.12).

The direction of the relation

ship suggests that more trials during the learning trials contribute to
a higher creativity score.

Types of Flexibility and Creativity.

The regression equation:

CREATIVITY = LTS I-G I-A C-G C-A SERIES was computed in order to examine
the relationship between the four types of switching processes and cre
ativity.

LTS and SERIES were included in the model as control variables

because of the suppression effect noted in Table 8.

This model revealed

a trend towards significance accounting for 21% of the variance with p <
.097.

Table 10 contains the results of this regression procedure.
Examination of the beta values and the relative significance of

their contribution to the regression model, suggests that more trials
during the learning of the (LTS), fewer trials switching from an analytic
task to a gestalt task (C-G), fewer trials switching from a gestalt task
to an analytic task (C-A), and more incidences where the subject was
able to successfully respond on five to nine consecutive trials without
reaching the criterion of ten correct responses (SERIES) were predictive
of higher creativity scores.

Particularly impressive is the large F

associated with the C-G score (p < .004) suggesting that the ability to
switch from a left hemisphere task to a right hemisphere task is very
important to the regression model.
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Table 10
Multiple Regression:

Source

CREATIVITY = LTS I-G I-A C-G C-A SERIES

beta

SS

df

F

P

LTS

+.306

3.8058

1

4.24

.05

I-G

-.240

1.8274

1

2.04

.16

I-A

-.224

1.5569

1

1.74

.19

C-G

-.544

8.3138

1

9.27

.004

C-A

-.291

2.7855

1

3.11

.085

SERIES

+.540

4.5360

1

5.06

.097

MODEL

10.4356

6

1.94

WITHIN

38.5644

43

49.0000

49

TOTAL

Task Variables and Hemisphericity.

In order to examine the

relationship between the hemisphericity measures and the proposed hemi
sphere tasks, a stepwise regression procedure was utilized.

Eight

regression procedures were computed using the variables in Set H as the
independent variables.

The scores for the sub-components of the flexi

bility task were the eight dependent variables.
LTS was separated into the trials needed to learn the right
hemisphere tasks (LGT) and the trials needed to learn the left hemi
sphere tasks (LAT).

Each of the four types of switching processes which

comprise the FLEX score was also examined (I-G, I-A, C-G, and C-A).

A

right hemisphere score (GT) and a left hemisphere score (AT) for the
FLEX trials were also utilized.

Table 11 contains the results of the
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stepwise procedures and a list of the eight dependent variables, the
O

significance level for the best regression model, the R^ for the model,
the simple r for the one variable models, and the Set H variables that
comprise the best regression models.

Table 11
Summary of the Stepwise Regression Procedures Used in Predicting
the Eight Flexibility Sub-component Scores from Set H

Independent
Variable

Dependent
Variable

P

R2

LAT

.12

.089

LGT

.17

.039

+0.199

YSTQ

AT

.05

.076

+0.277

S-D

GT

.44

.012

+0.111

YSTQ

I-G

.11

.053

+0.230

NLEM

I-A

.05

.075

+0.273

NLEM

C-G

.07

.067

+0.259

YSTQ

C-A

.07

.066

+0.257

S-D

r

RLEM YSTQ

The results of the stepwise regression procedures were unremark
able.

Except for the regression procedure utilizing the LAT, the models

with the greatest significance were one variable models.

The procedure

utilizing the LAT resulted in a two variable, non-significant model.
The model LAT = RLEM YSTQ accounted for 8.9% of the variance with p <
.12.

The YSTQ non-significantly and positively correlated with diffi

culty on the LGT, GT, and C-G.

Social Desirability was positively
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correlated with AT and C-A, suggesting that difficulty on these tasks is
somehow related to the need for self-protection.

The correlations

between AT and Social Desirability (r = +.277) and I-A and NLEM (r *
+.273) are the only significant correlations.

CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

The present study was designed to provide further data regarding
the contribution of hemisphericity to the creative process.

Furthermore,

a flexibility variable was suggested as another contributing factor in
the creative process.

Each of these two variables was assessed by sev

eral different measures and conceptualized as two sets of independent
variables.

In summary of the results, the set of hemisphericity mea

sures failed to account for a significant amount of variance associated
with the creativity score.

Furthermore, when the set of flexibility

scores was considered in conjunction with the hemisphericity scores,
they failed to account for significantly more variance than the set of
hemisphericity scores alone.

However, prediction of creativity scores

using the flexibility set and the non-lateral eye movement score (NLEM)
suggested that a subject's ability to make conceptual switches was asso
ciated with higher creativity scores.

Furthermore, subjects who

responded with more non-lateral eye movements in response to questioning
were more likely to perform higher on the creativity measure.

Analysis

of the flexibility scores revealed that a subject's ability to switch
from a left hemisphere task to a right hemisphere task was significantly
associated with better performance on the creativity task.
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Each of the two sets of variable measures will be discussed
separately.

Difficulty with the measures that were utilized and pos

sible interpretations of the data will also be discussed.

Following the

discussion of the variable sets, the results of the significant four
variable model will be discussed.

Hemisphericity and Creativity

In contrast to the results of Harnad (1972), Torrance and Mourad
(1979) , the set of hemisphericity measures failed to account for a sig
nificant amount of the creativity variance.

Furthermore, the suggested

relationship between a right hemisphere style and creativity did not
occur.

Rather, the NLEM index accounted for the most variance of the

hemisphericity indices.

While it is difficult to understand what NLEM

represents, the results of the analyses suggest that a particular hemi
sphere style is not associated with creativity, at least as reflected by
the measures utilized in the present study.

In terms of the lateral eye

movement indices, right movements (RLEM) and left movements (LLEM) are
generally negatively correlated with NLEM, suggesting that fewer RLEM
and fewer LLEM are associated with creative performance.
The general failure of the hemisphericity measures to account
for a significant amount of variance does not lend itself to easy inter
pretation.

One possible interpretation is that hemisphericity is not

related to creativity.

The failure of Hines and Martindale (1974) to

replicate the facilitative effect of induced lateral eye movement sug
gests that the contribution of the right hemisphere is not clearly under
stood and that the right hemisphere is not always a major factor in
creative performance.
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However, the failure to obtain significant results with the
present instruments may also reflect the inadequacy of the instruments
in assessing the theoretical construct of hemisphericity.

The diffi

culty of researchers such as Richardson (1977, 1978) in replicating
early research findings points to the caution that must be used in inter
preting the data from these measures.

The results of Coleman and Zen-

hausern's (1979) study on cerebral dominance, processing speed, later
ality, and coding strategies suggest that while the preference question
naire may be useful in accounting for some of the laterality effects, it
cannot account for all of the effects.

Furthermore, the critical review

of lateral eye movements by Ehrlichman and Weinberger (1978) suggests
that caution must be used in interpreting eye movement data.

While

there may be consistent personality styles related to eye movements
those personality styles may not reflect hemisphere styles.
The low intercorrelations of the hemisphericity measures also
points to the possible inadequacy of the instruments.

If the LEM

indices and the Your Style of Thinking Questionnaire measure the same
theoretical construct of hemisphere style, they should also have related
to each other in a significant manner.

Except for the understandable

correlations among the lateral eye movement indices, the only signifi
cant correlation which resulted was between the Marlowe-Crowne Social
Desirability Scale and LLEM.

The failure of the YSTQ and lateral eye

movement indices to relate to each other in a significant manner sug
gests that these indices either are not reliable in assessing hemi
sphericity or are assessing different aspects of hemisphericity.
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The failure of the hemisphericity measures to account for a sig
nificant amount of the variance associated with the individual flexibil
ity tasks points to another possible difficulty with the hemisphericity
measures.

The reported use of the YSTQ in predicting picture matching,

finger maze learning, and letter matching (Coleman & Zenhausern, 1979;
Zenhausern & Nickel, 1979) would suggest that it also would be useful in
predicting performance on the flexibility task.

As reflected by the

hemisphericity measures, difficulty on the task was associated with both
left and right hemisphere styles in a manner that could not be inter
preted as reflecting a hemisphere model.

While the processes demanded

by the flexibility task are complex and cannot be considered as com
pletely reflecting hemisphere processes, they grossly reflect the types
of tasks reported to be specialized for the hemispheres (Kimura, 1966,
1969).

Furthermore, verbal reports by the subjects in both the pilot

study and the main study provided subjective support that the tasks
reflect different hemisphere processes.'*'

The hemisphericity measures

may not have been able to adequately assess the hemisphere processes
demanded by the task.
Secondary analyses were conducted in order to examine how the
Repression-Sensitization Scale and the Social Desirability Scale related
to the YSTQ and the eye movement scores.

Neither of the two regression

equations accounted for a significant amount of variance.

However, the

^Subjects consistently reported using a sequential matching pro
cess for letters and numbers and an imaging strategy for the colors and
shapes. One subject reported having a headache while she was matching
either the shapes or the colors. She related that during a glucose tol
erance test for diabetes, she had experienced left-sided parathesia.
Clinical inference would suggest that the color and shape matching tasks
were tapping right hemisphere processes for this woman.
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regression model for the social desirability measure resulted in a
higher level of significance than the regression equation involving
repression sensitization.

The YSTQ and the LEM ratio related to

repression-sensitization in opposite ways.

The direction associated

with the LEM ratio is more consistent with Woods (1977) findings that
suggest that if there is a relationship between hemisphericity and the
scale, a right hemisphere style would be related to a sensitizing score.
The YSTQ is more consistent with Gur and Gur (1975) who suggest that
repression is more related to a right hemisphere style.
In terms of social desirability, the LEM is the only significant
contributor to the regression model.

Both the LEM and the YSTQ relate

to this variable in the same way suggesting that a right hemisphere
style is associated with less reported need for the protection of self.
The lack of significance of these procedures and of the other
procedures that have involved the hemisphericity measures, underlines
the importance of refraining from interpreting the results.

While the

direction of the relationships between the hemisphericity measures and
the personality measures is heuristicly interesting, the failure of the
regression models to account for a significant amount of variance pro
hibits interpretation.
The failure of the set of hemisphericity measures to relate in a
significant manner to the creativity scores, the personality variables,
or the flexibility task suggest that these measures may be inadequate in
assessing the theoretical construct of hemisphericity.

Additional

research investigating the nature of these instruments is necessary
before interpretation of their scores is possible.

While there appear
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to be situations where they do reflect hemisphere styles (e.g., Sarnoff,
1980), the results of the present study do not replicate those findings.
The data associated with the set of hemisphericity measures do not pro
vide empirical support for the role of hemisphericity in the creative
process.

However, the lack of adequate hemisphericity measures suggests

that it would be premature to rule out the importance of the theoretical
construct of hemisphericity.

Other measures such as task performance

may present a more accurate measure of that construct.

Flexibility and Creativity

Examination of the relationship among the three major flexibility
scores allowed a clearer understanding of the manner in which flexibility
contributes to creative performance.

The most salient feature of the

flexibility scores is the net suppression effect of the SERIES score.
The SERIES score, which is the tally of the number of times a subject
responds correctly on 5 to 9 consecutive trials without reaching the cri
terion of 10 consecutive correct trials, appears to artificially raise
the FLEX score.

During the interview following the administration of

the task, the subjects reported that during the trials they had "phased
out," "wanted to check another's response to make sure they had under
stood the concept," or "had anticipated a change in reinforcement."
These reports suggest that the SERIES score could reflect any number of
possible processes and further study should examine the nature of this
type of behavior.

However, when the variance that is shared by the

SERIES score and the FLEX score is partialled out, the FLEX score be
comes a very important predictor of creative performance.

By controlling
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for that behavior represented by the SERIES score, a more accurate
reflection of a subject's ability to make conceptual shifts is possible.
The relationship of the learning trials scores (LTS) to the FLEX
score also permits a better understanding of the FLEX score.

Both

scores reflect a subject's ability to solve problems through concept
attainment.

They differ in that the LTS reflects the number of trials

required to learn the tasks, while the FLEX score relates more to the
ability to switch concepts after the learning of the concepts.

When

their shared variance of concept attainment is removed, they can be con
sidered to represent two separate abilities.
ute to creative performance in opposite ways.

These two factors contrib
More trials during the

learning process is associated with higher creativity scores.

However,

fewer trials in making conceptual switches is also associated with
higher creativity scores.
The SERIES score and the LTS score appear to contribute to the
prediction of creative performance by controlling for those processes
that do not relate to conceptual switching.

When those factors are con

trolled, the FLEX score can be understood to more clearly reflect the
ability to make both cross-modal and intra-modal switches.
Further examination of the flexibility variables was conducted
in order to examine the four types of switching processes that comprise
the FLEX score.

The LTS and the SERIES scores were included in the

analyses in order to control for the learning process and the suppres
sion effect associated with the SERIES score.

While the ability to

switch from one hemisphere task to another task from the same hemisphere
does not appear to contribute to predicting creativity scores, analyses
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suggest that the ability to disengage from one hemisphere and switch to
another hemisphere is an important type of flexibility where creativity
is concerned.
ativity scores.

Cross-modal flexibility is associated with higher cre
The ability to disengage from a left hemisphere type of

problem solving and switch to a right hemisphere type of problem solving
appears to be a particularly important factor associated with creative
performance.
While the flexibility scores do appear to reflect both the learn
ing process and the switching process associated with concept formation
and problem solving, caution should be used in labeling these tasks as
representing purely hemisphere processes.

Because the hemisphericity

measures were not able to account for a significant amount of variance
associated with these scores, labeling these tasks as right or left hemi
sphere tasks is tentative.

Further research examining the validity and

reliability of these tasks in relation to a hemisphere model is neces
sary.

Furthermore, additional research examining those subjects who

could not complete the task would also be profitable.

The difficulty of

the task makes the procedure less desirable as a research instrument.
However, examination of the FLEX score after the LTS score and the
SERIES score were used as control variables, suggests that four unique
switching abilities are represented by the FLEX score.

The four types

of switching can also be conceptualized as intra-modal switching and
cross-modal switching.

NLEM and FLEX
Despite the failure of the two sets of variable measures to con
jointly account for a significant amount of the creativity variance, the
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importance of the NLEM score and the FLEX score should not be overlooked.
When the NLEM is considered in conjunction with the flexibility scores,
both NLEM and FLEX are significant factors in the prediction of creative
performance.
The NLEM represents the number of vertical eye movements or
stares in response to questions from the lateral eye movement question
naire.

In the present study, NLEM movements correlated negatively with

both RLEM and LLEM suggesting that those subjects who showed fewer RLEM
or LLEM were more creative.

While the meaning of RLEM or LLEM has been

reported to grossly reflect left or right hemisphere activation/
preference, the meaning of NLEM is not clear.

Ehrlichman, Weiner, and

Baker (1974) suggest that NLEM may be related to the field independencefield dependence continuum, with subjects who were field dependent show
ing eye movements consistent with the hemisphere activation model.
Field independent subjects' eye movements were unrelated to question
type.

Tucker (1977) reports that subjects classified as field dependent

tended to show eye movements consistent with a hemisphere model, but
field independent subjects show more NLEM.
Because there have been relatively few studies examining the
meaning of NLEM, the nature of these speculations are tentative.
ever, they do make intuitive sense.

How

Field independence has been consis

tently reported as having a weak but positive correlation with creativity
(Bloomberg, 1971; Del Gaudio, 1976; Schuler, 1976; Spotts & Mackler,
1967).

The significance of the correlation between field independence

and creativity has varied.

Some studies report a significant relation

ship, while others report either a trend or no relationship.
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If the NLEM is tentatively taken as reflecting the field
dependence-field independence continuum, then several studies relating
field independence to cerebral specialization become important.

Examin

ing hemisphere specialization for the visual modality, Zoccolotti and
Oltman (1978) report that their field independent subjects displayed
visual half field effects consistent with a hemisphere model for letter
recognition and face recognition.
not show these responses.

Their field dependent subjects did

Their field dependent subjects did show con

sistent styles of responding that were not always contingent on the
stimulus tasks.

They conclude that field independence is related to

greater specialization of the cerebral hemispheres, while field depen
dence is related to less specialization and a more diffuse organization
of abilities.

Similar results have been reported for the dichotic lis

tening situation (Pizzamiglio, 1974) and judgment of line orientation
(Zoccolotti, Passafiume, & Pizzamiglio, 1979).
The nature of these speculations prevent any clear cut inter
pretation of the relationship between the NLEM and creativity.

However,

if the NLEM is an index of field independence and consequently cerebral
specialization, then cerebral specialization may be an important factor
in creative performance.
The contribution of the FLEX score appears to relate to the
ability to disengage problem solving in one hemisphere and switch to the
other hemisphere.

The ability to switch to a right hemisphere problem

solving style appears to be particularly important.
In terms of the model of the frontal lobes discussed previously,
the four types of switching processes provide for some theoretical
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speculation.

In terms of the model suggested by Pribram et al. (1964),

the learning of the flexibility task would necessitate a building of a
new internal context.

Once learning has taken place, each switch would

theoretically necessitate the activation of the "flexible noticing
order" so that an individual could attend to different stimuli so that
the individual could notice which characteristic was being reinforced.
Attending to previously rewarded stimuli would need to be eliminated so
that the appropriate stimuli could be noticed.
In terms of the attention-arousal paradigm (Heilman & Valenstein, 1972) orienting to old stimuli would need to be habituated or
inhibited.

An orienting response to new stimuli would suggest arousal

of the system.

When a hemisphere model is super-imposed on this para

digm, cross-hemisphere switching and intra-hemisphere switching would
reflect two different inhibition/activation processes.

Intra-hemisphere

switching would suggest that the aroused hemisphere would remain acti
vated even though a new stimulus is attended.

Cross-hemisphere switch

ing would suggest that the aroused hemisphere would need to be inhibited
and the other hemisphere would need to be activated.

In terms of the

present data from the flexibility task, the maintenance of intra
hemisphere arousal is less important than the ability to inhibit arousal
in one hemisphere and activate arousal in the other hemisphere.

Further

more, the ability to inhibit the left hemisphere and consequently acti
vate the right hemisphere seems important.
Cerebral specialization and an attention-arousal theory based on
frontal lobe functioning has been used to better understand the contri
bution of the NLEM score and the FLEX score to creative performance.

It

has been suggested that subjects whose cerebral hemispheres are more
highly specialized are more likely to achieve higher scores on a crea
tive task.

Furthermore, the ability to inhibit one hemisphere and acti

vate the other hemisphere in order to utilize those specialized abili
ties, also has been suggested as contributing to creative performance.
Because the precise meaning of the NLEM score is not known, a
hemisphere specialization hypothesis was suggested.

Furthermore, an

attention-arousal paradigm was utilized in order to speculate about the
flexibility task and its contribution to creative performance.

The

present data do not provide sufficient information to proceed beyond
speculation.

Further research is necessary in order to more accurately

define the NLEM score and the switching process represented by the FLEX
score.

Summary

The present study was designed to provide further data regarding
the contribution of hemisphericity to the creative process.

A flexi

bility variable was suggested as another contributing factor in the cre
ative process.

The set of hemisphericity measures failed to account for

a significant amount of variance associated with the creativity score.
Furthermore, when the set of flexibility scores was considered in con
junction with the hemisphericity scores, the flexibility variable failed
to account for significantly more variance than the set of hemispheri
city scores alone.

However, prediction of creativity scores using the

set of flexibility measures and the NLEM suggested that a subject's
ability to make conceptual switches was associated with a higher
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creativity score.

Subjects who responded with more NLEM in response to

questioning were more likely to perform higher on the creativity mea/
sure. Analysis of the flexibility scores revealed that a subject's
ability to switch from a left hemisphere task to a right hemisphere task
was significantly associated with better performance on the creativity
task.
The failure of the set of hemisphericity measures to relate in a
significant manner to the creativity scores, the personality variables,
or the flexibility task was suggested to reflect that these measures may
be inadequate in assessing the theoretical construct of hemisphericity.
Further research involving the flexibility task was suggested in order
to validate the task as reflecting hemisphere processes.
Cerebral specialization and an attention-arousal theory based on
frontal lobe functioning was used to better understand the contribution
of the NLEM score and the FLEX score to creative performance.

While

this model allowed better understanding of the variables, further
research needs to be conducted in order to clarify the meanings of these
variables and their relationship to creativity.

APPENDIX A
Development of the Flexibility Task
The flexibility task requires subjects to match configurations
of numbers and letters presented on two consecutive slides.

Subjects

are required to match stimuli on one of four characteristics, two which
theoretically require left hemisphere processing (letter and number
matching) and two which require right hemisphere processing (matching
shapes of configurations and matching color of configuration).

Each

trial consists of two slides that differ from each other on any one of
the four characteristics.

Following the model of the Wisconsin Card

Sort Test, all stimuli can be matched for more than one characteristic,
but reinforcement is received for matching only one characteristic.
Once the concept is attained, the characteristic being reinforced is
changed.
For the present study, three sets of forty slide pairs were
developed.

On one set, all characteristics varied independently so that

each pair of slides can be the same or different on any of the four
characteristics.

Furthermore, several of the characteristics can be the

same or different simultaneously on any one pair of slides.

This set of

slides can be differentially reinforced for both right and left hemi
sphere tasks (G & A Set). A second set of slides was constructed so
that only numbers and letters varied.

This set can be differentially

reinforced for the left hemisphere tasks (LAT Set).
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The third set
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of slide pairs was constructed so that only color and shapes differ for
any one pair.
(LGT Set).

This set can be reinforced for the right hemisphere tasks

Figure 2 contains two configurations of numbers and letters.

X

J 6
S

6
4
P

4

Figure 2.

Two stimulus configurations.

On the two configurations in Figure 2, the numbers in the con
figurations are the same while the letters and the shapes of the con
figurations differ.

Since the configurations are typed in black, the

color is also the same.

On the stimulus slides, the numbers and letters

differed in color in a way that was not easily verbalizable.
The development of the stimuli for the flexibility task pro
ceeded in two stages.

The first stage concerned generating the stimuli

for the first slide in each of the forty trials.

The second stage con

cerned generating the stimuli for the second slide in each of the forty
trials for each set.

The first slide for each trial does not change

across sets while the second slide does.

Generation of Slide One

The generation of the first configuration for each of the forty
trial pairs consisted of generating a stimulus pool for each of the four
characteristics (color, shape, numbers, and letters).

Following the

generation of the stimulus pools, stimuli were selected from the pools
and randomly assigned to the first slide of one of the forty trial
pairs.
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Shapes.

The configurations of the kind used in this study con

sist of four number and letter components.

The arrangement of these

four components is termed the shape of the configuration.

Fourteen

unique, four component arrangements, that are not rotations of any of
the other configurations, can be generated.

Following the generations

of these configurations, they were randomly assigned to the first slide
of one of the forty trials.

The procedure was controlled so that each

shape was used with approximately the same frequency as every other
shape.

Twelve of these configurations were used three times and two of

these configurations were used twice.

When one of the arrangements was

used again, a rotation of the original configuration was used.

Figure 3

contains two configurations that are rotations of each other.

T 1
A
5

5
A
1 T

Figure 3.

Two rotated configurations.

The configurations contained in Figure 3 contain the same letters and
numbers.

The arrangements of the two configurations are 180° rotations

of each other.

Letters.
were generated.

Using the table of random numbers, 40 letter pairs
Letters "I" and "0" were omitted from the stimulus

selection pool because of the possibility that they might be mistaken
for numbers.
of letters.

Therefore, 24 letters were usesd to generate the 40 pairs
Eight letters were used four times while 16 letters were
*

used three times.

These letter pairs were randomly assigned to one of

«
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the 40 trials.

Their placement within the configuration was also ran

domly assigned using the table of random numbers.

Numbers.

Using the table of random numbers, 40 number pairs

were generated from the single digit numbers 1 - 9 .

Eight numbers were

used nine times while one number was used eight times.

Following the

generation of the forty pairs, the number pairs were randomly assigned
to the first slide on one of the 40 trials.

This procedure was also

used to assign the numbers to their placement within the configurations.

Color.

Davidoff (1976) suggests that perception of color dif

ferences of both hue and saturation that are not easily verbalizable are
more likely to require a right hemisphere process in making discrimina
tion decisions.

Therefore, four color stimulus pairs were generated so

that the difference in color between the pair members was not easily
verbalizable.
developed.

Using a photographic slide dye, four color pairs were

Each color pair was composed of two hues.

The two hues in

each of the four color pairs were developed so they primarily were com
posed of the hue and differed only minimally from the major color.

A

5:2 ratio was used where the major color for the pair comprised five
parts of the hue and the secondary hue comprised two parts of the hue.
The major colors for each of the four pairs were red, yellow, green, and
blue.

The secondary component was one of the other major hues and was

determined by its relationship to the major color on the color wheel.
Therefore, for a color pair where the major color is yellow (Y^ & Y£),
Yj would be comprised of five parts yellow and two parts red, while Y 2
would be comprised of five parts yellow and two parts green.
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Each of the eight hues was randomly assigned to the first slide
of one of the 40 trials, controlling so that two hues which have the
same major component did not appear on two consecutive trials.

Each hue

was used five times.

Generation of Slide Two

The second stage of task development consisted of generating the
stimulus configuration for the second slide in each of the trial pairs.
While the first slide in each of the 40 trials is the same for all three
sets of slide pairs (G & A Set, LGT Set, and LAT Set), the second slide
for each trial is not.

On the G & A Set, the second slide in each pair

could differ from the first slide on any one of the four characteristics.
On the LGT Set, the two slides could differ on only color and shape.

On

the LAT Set, the two slides could differ on only letters and numbers.
Each of the three sets was generated separately.

G & A Set.

On the G & A Set, each of the four characteristics

(numbers, letters, color, and shape) varied independently from the first
slide to the second slide in each pair.

Therefore, each of the two

slides could differ from each other on each of the four characteristics.
For a set of stimulus pairs that can vary independently in four ways, 16
permutations are possible.

For the set of sexteen permutations, each of

the four characteristics were different on one-half of the trials.

Like

wise, one-half of the stimulus pairs were the same for each of the four
characteristics.
Using a table of random numbers, each of the 16 permutations was
assigned to one of the 40 trials.

Eight of the combinations were used
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twice and eight of the combinations were used three times.

The assign

ment of the permutations determined which characteristics on the second
slide was the same or different from that characteristic on the first
slide.

Those stimulus characteristics that were different were randomly

selected from the original stimulus pools that were generated for the
first slide.

The procedure was controlled so that each stimulus char

acteristic was selected with approximately the same frequency as every
other stimulus characteristic.

LAT Set.

Unlike the G & A Set where all stimulus characteristics

were allowed to vary independently, only numbers and letters were allowed
to vary on the LAT Set.

Therefore, the color and shape of the configura

tion of the second slide was always the same as the color and shape of
the configuration on the first slide.

While numbers and letters were

allowed to vary, they did not vary independently.

If the numbers on the

two slides were the same, then the letters were different.

Likewise, if

the letters on the two slides were the same, then the numbers were dif
ferent.

By limiting the numbers of characteristics that can vary, as

well as limiting whether they can vary independently, subjects are
required to process fewer bits of information.
A table of random numbers was used to determine which trials
would be the same for numbers.

This procedure essentially determined

which trials were the same or different for both numbers and letters.
For those trials where the characteristics differed on the two slides,
numbers or letters were selected from the stimulus pool used for gener
ating the pairs for the first slide.

The procedure was controlled so
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that each number or letter was used with approximately the same
frequency.

LGT Set.

On the LGT Set, the color and shape of the configura

tions varied from the first slide to the second slide while numbers and
letters were held constant.

The numbers and letters on the two slides

for each trial were always the same.

While the color and shapes of the

configurations were allowed to vary, they did not vary independently.
If the two configurations were the same color, then the configurations
were of different shapes.

Likewise, if the two configurations were of

the same shape, then the colors of the configurations were different.
By limiting the number of characteristics that can vary, as well as lim
iting whether they can vary independently, subjects are required to
process fewer bits of information.
A table of random numbers was used to determine which trials
would be the same for shape.

This procedure essentially determined

which trials would be the same or different for both shape and color.
For those trials where the characteristics differed on the two slides,
the shapes or colors were selected from the stimulus pools used for gen
erating the configurations for the first slide.

The procedure was

controlled so that each shape or color was used with approximately the
same frequency.

APPENDIX B
Health and Opinion Survey
This inventory consists of numbered statements. Read each statement and
decide whether it is true as applied to you or false as applied to you.
You are to mark your answers on the answer sheet you have. If a state
ment is TRUE or MOSTLY TRUE, as applied to you, blacken between the
lines in the column headed T. If a statement is FALSE or NOT USUALLY
TRUE, as applied to you, blacken between the lines in the column headed
F. Remember to give YOUR OWN opinion of yourself. Do not leave any
blank spaces if you can avoid it.
In marking your answers on the answer sheet, be sure that the number of
the statement agrees with the number of the answer sheet. Make your
marks heavy and black. Erase completely any answer you wish to change.
Do not make any marks on these sheets.
Remember, try to make some answer to every statement.

NOW BEGIN.

1.

I wake up fresh and rested most mornings.

2.

My hands and feet are usually warm enough.

3.

My daily life is full of things that keep me interested.

4. , There seems to be a lump in my throat much of the time.
5.

Once in a while I think of things too bad to talk about.

6.

At times I have fits of laughing and crying

7.

I feel that it is certainly best to keep my mouth shut when I'm in
trouble.

8.

I find it hard to keep my mind on a task or job.

9.

I

that I cannot control.

seldom worry about my health.

10.

I have periods of days, weeks, or months when I couldn't take care
of things because I couldn't "get going."

11.

My sleep is fitful and disturbed.
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12.

Much of the time my head seems to hurt all over.

13.

I am in just as good physical health as most of my friends.

14.

I prefer to pass by school friends, or people I know but have not
seen for a long time, unless they speak to me first.

15.

I am almost never bothered by pains over the heart or in my chest.

16.

I am a good mixer.

17.

I wish I could be as happy as others seem to be.

18.

Most of the time I feel blue.

19.

I am certainly lacking in self-confidence.

20.

I usually feel that life is worthwhile.

21.

It takes a lot of argument to convince most people of the truth.

22.

I think most people would lie to get ahead.

23.

I do many things which I regret afterwards (I regret things more or
more often than others seem to).

24.

I have very few quarrels with members of my family.

25.

My hardest battles are with myself.

26.

I have little or no trouble with my muscles twitching or jumping.

27.

I don't seem to care what happens to me.

28.

Much of the time I feel as if I have done something wrong or evil.

29.

I am happy most of the time.

30.

Some people are so bossy that I feel like doing the opposite of
what they request, even though I know they are right.

31.

Often I feel as if there were a tight band about my head.

32.

I seem to be about as capable and smart as most others around me.

33.

Most people will use somewhat unfair means to gain profit or an
advantage rather than to lose it.

34.

Often I can't understand why I have been so cross and grouchy.

35.

I do not worry about catching diseases.
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36.

I commonly wonder what hidden reason another person may have for
doing something nice for me.

37.

Criticism or scolding hurts me terribly.

38.

My conduct is largely controlled by the customs of those about me.

39.

I certainly feel useless as times.

40.

At times I feel like picking a fist fight with someone.

41.

I have often lost out on things because I couldn't make up my mind
soon enough.

42.

It makes me impatient to have people ask my advice or otherwise
interrupt me when I am working on something important.

43.

Most nights I go to sleep without thoughts or ideas bothering me.

44.

I cry easily.

45.

I cannot understand what I read as well as I used to.

46.

I have never felt better in my life than I do now.

47.

I resent having anyone take me in so cleverly that I have had to
admit that it was one on me.

48.

I do not tire quickly.

49.

I like to study and read about things that I am working at.

50.

I like to know some important people because it makes me feel
important.

51.

It makes me uncomfortable to put on a stunt at a party even when
others are doing the same sort of things.

52.

I frequently have to fight against showing that I am bashful.

53.

I seldom or never have dizzy spells.

54.

My memory seems to be all right.

55.

I am worried about sex matters.

56.

I find it hard to make talk when I meet new people.

57.

I am afraid of losing my mind.

58.

I frequently notice my hand shakes when I try to do something.
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59.

I can read a long while without tiring my eyes.

60.

I feel weak all over much of the time.

61.

I have very few headaches.

62.

Sometimes, when embarrassed, I break out in a sweat which annoys me
greatly.

63.

I have no difficulty in keeping my balance in walking.

64.

I wish I were not so shy.

65.

I enjoy many different kinds of play and recreation.

66.

In walking, I am very careful to step over sidewalk cracks.

67.

I frequently find myself worrying about something.

68.

I hardly ever notice my heart pounding and I am seldom short of
breath.

69.

I get mad easily and then get over it soon.

70.

I brood a great deal.

71.

I have periods of such great restlessness that I cannot sit long
in a chair.

72.

I dream frequently about things that are best kept to myself.

73.

I believe that I am not more nervous than most others.

74.

I have few or no pains.

75.

I have difficulty in starting to do things.

76.

It is safer to trust nobody.

77.

Once a week or oftener I become very excited.

78.

When in a group of people I have trouble thinking of the right
things to talk about.

79.

When I leave home I do not worry about whether the door is locked
and the windows closed.

80.

I have often felt that strangers were looking at me critically.

81.

I drink an unusually large amount of water every day.
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82.

I am always disgusted with the law when a criminal is freed through
the arguments of a smart lawyer.

83.

I work under a great deal of tension.

84.

I am likely not to speak to people until

85.

Life is a strain to me much of the time.

86.

In school I found it very hard to talk before the class.

87.

Even when I am with people I feel lonely

88.

I think nearly anyone would tell a lie to keep out of trouble.

89.

I am easily embarrassed.

90.

I worry over money and business.

91.

I easily become impatient with people.

92.

I feel anxiety about something or someone almost all the time.

93.

Sometimes I become so excited that I find it hard to get to sleep.

94.

I forget right away what people say to me.

95.

I usually have to stop and think before I act even in trifling
matters.

96.

Often I cross the street in order not to meet someone I see.

97.

I often feel as if things were not real.

98.

I have a habit of counting things that are not important, such as
bulbs on electric signs, and so forth.

99.

I have strange and peculiar thoughts.

they speak to me.

much of the time.

100.

I have been afraid of things or people that I knew could not hurt
me.

101.

I have no dread of going into a room by myself where other people
have already gathered and are talking.

102.

I have more trouble concentrating than others seem to have.

103.

I have several times given up doing a thing because I thought too
little of my ability.

104.

Bad words, often terrible words, come into my mind and I cannot
get rid of them.
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105.

Sometimes some unimportant thought will run through my mind and
bother me for days.

106.

Almost every day something happens to frighten me.

107.

I am inclined to take things hard.

108.

I am more sensitive than most other people.

109.

At periods my mind seems to work more slowly than usual.

110.

I very seldom have spells of the blues.

111.

I wish I could get over worrying about things I have said that may
have injured other people's feelings.

112.

People often disappoint me.

113.

I feel unable to tell anyone all about myself.

114.

My plans have frequently seemed too full of difficulties that I
have had to give them up.

115.

Often, even though everything is going fine for me, I feel that I
don't care about anything.

116.

I have sometimes felt that difficulties were piling up so high
that I could not overcome them.

117.

I often think, "I wish I were a child again."

118.

It makes me feel like a failure when I hear of the success of
someone I know well.

119.

I am apt to take disappointments so keenly that I can't put them
out of my mind.

120.

At times I think I am no good at all.

121.

I worry quite a bit over possible misfortunes.

122.

I am apt to pass up something I want to do because others feel
that I am not going about it the right way.

123.

I have several times had a change of heart about my life work.

124.

I have a daydream life about which I do not tell other people.

125.

I have often felt guilty because I have pretended to feel more
sorry about something than I really was.

126.

I feel tired a good deal of the time.

127.

I sometimes feel that I am about to go to pieces.

Social Desirability Scale
Listed below are a number of statements concerning personal attitude and
traits. Read each item and decide whether the statement is true or
false as it pertains to you personally. Blacken in the area under either
T or F.
T

F

( ) ( )

1

Before voting, I thoroughly investigate the qualifications
of all the candidates.

( ) ( )

2 1

never hesitate to go out of my way to help someone in
trouble.

( ) ( )

3

It is sometimes hard for me to go on with my work if I am
not encouraged.

(

)( ) 4

I have never intensely disliked anyone.

(

)( ) 5

On occasion
in life.

(

)( ) 6 1

(

)( ) 7

sometimes

I have had doubts about my ability to succeed

feel resentful when I don't get my way.

I am always careful about my manner of dress.

( ) ( )

8

My table manners at home are as good as when I eat out in a
restaurant.

( ) ( )

9

If I could get into a movie without paying for it and be
sure I was not seen, I would probably do it.

( ) ( ) 10

(

On a few occasions, I have given up doing something because
I thought too little of my ability.

)( ) 11 I like to gossip at times.

( )( ) 12

There have been times when I felt like rebelling against peo
ple in authority even though I knew they were right.

(

)( ) 13

No matter who I'm talking to, I'm always a good listener.

(

)( ) 14

I can remember "playing sick" to get out of something.

(

)( ) 15

There have been occasions when I took advantage of someone.

(

)( ) 16

I'm always willing to admit it when I make a mistake.

(

)( ) 17

I always try to practice what I preach.

(

)( ) 18

I don't find it particularly difficult to get along with
loud mouthed, obnoxious people.
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(

) ( ) 19

I sometimes try to get even, rather than forgive and forget.

(

) ( ) 20

When I don't know something, I don't at all mind admitting
it.

(

) ( ) 21

I am always courteous, even to people who are disagreeable.

(

) ( ) 22

At times I have really insisted on having things my own way.

(

) ( ) 23

There have been occasions when I have felt like smashing
things.

(

) ( ) 24

I would never think of letting someone else be punished for
my wrongdoings.

( ) ( ) 25

I never resent being asked to return a favor.

( ) ( ) 26

I have never been irked when people expressed ideas very
different from my own.

( ) ( ) 27

I never make a long trip without checking the safety of my
car.

( ) ( ) 28

There have been times when I was quite jealous of the good
fortune of others.

( ) ( ) 29

I have almost never felt the urge to tell someone off.

( ) ( ) 30

I am sometimes irritated by people who ask favors of me.

( ) ( ) 31

I have never felt that I was punished without cause.

( ) ( ) 32

I sometimes think when people have a misfortune they only
got what they deserved.

( ) ( ) 33

I have never deliberately said something that hurt some
one's feelings.
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Your Style of Thinking Questionnaire
The purpose of this questionnaire is to help us determine the way you
think. We all take thinking so much for granted, that we never stop to
look at what we do. The basic distinction is whether pictures or words
trigger thought. A person who thinks with pictures generates mental
images in solving problems, reading, and almost all, if not all, situa
tions involving thought. It is not so clear what people who do not
think in pictures do. They report that it is more like hearing than see
ing, although some actually see words spelled out. Not thinking in pic
tures has also been described as "just knowing" - very abstract and dif
ficult to explain. A distinction must be made between thinking in pic
tures and having pictures in addition to thinking. In the former case,
the thoughts are the pictures; while, in the latter, the pictures are
there in addition or as a supplement to the words. Some people who do
not think in pictures can have very strong images in addition to their
thinking, while others have no images at all. Several points should be
remembered:
1)

The difference in thinking style is independent of intelligence.
Successful artists tend to think in pictures, while lawyers tend
to think in words. There is evidence that Einstein thought in
pictures. Sherlock Holmes is an example of a word thinker.

2)

This difference in thinking style is independent of verbal abil
ity. Poets and descriptive writers tend to think in pictures
while other writers tend to think in words.

No matter what your thinking style, the output of that thinking can be
expressed equally well by both groups in speaking or writing. Perfor
mance does not depend on thinking style, but rather on how efficiently
you use your preferred style.
In all the following exercises you may prefer to leave your eyes open or
closed. Use whatever technique works best for you.

1)

2)

Can you see a picture of a square?

Yes_____No

If you see it, what color is it?

__________

What color is the backgrouns?

__________

Can you see a picture of a friend's face?

Not at all

A vague outline so
that I know who it
is, but little detail,

A good solid
picture with
details.

Just like the
person were
here.

»
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3)

Think of an animal.

What animal did you choose?

Do you see a picture?

__________________

Yes_____No_____

If yes, continue with this question and skip question 4.
to question 4.

If not, go

How vivid is the picture?

A vague outline

A good clear picture

Extremely vivid

Is the picture very specific or a more general image that you can
change? What is important here is the first impression. Is it spe
cific or general? People can easily change the first image and it
is difficult to be aware of thought processes that we take for
granted.
Specific_____ General_____
How confident are you in your choice?

Not at all
4)

Fairly sure

Very sure

Certain

When you thought of the animal, did you see the letters that spelled
out the animal's name or was it a more unclear impression closer to
hearing the name?
Letters_____ Hearing_____
How confident are you in your choice?

Not at all

Fairly sure

Very sure

Certain

If you experienced something different, can you describe it?

5)

Think of an abstract word such as justice; energy or excellence:
(Do not use any of these words).
What word did you think of? _______________________
How did you think of it? If more than one of these apply, list them
in the order they occurred.
It was just there in my head. _____________________
It was like hearing it. ___________________________
I saw the letters of the word spelled out. ________
I saw a specific picture (Describe). _______________________________
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Other, please explain. _____________________________________________
6)

Think of an adjective, without the noun it modifies, such as green,
warm or sour.
(Do not use any of these words.)
What word did you think of?_________________________________________
How did you think of it? If more than one of these apply, list them
in the order they occurred.
It was there in my head.

_________________________

It was like hearing it.

_________________________

I saw the letters of the word spelled out._________
I saw a specific picture (describe). _______________________________

Other, please explain. _____________________________________________
7)

Think of a preposition, such as into, for, or within.
any of these words)

(Do not use

What word did you think of? _______________________
How did you think of it? If more than one of these apply, list them
in the order they occurred.
It was just there in my head. _________ ____________
It was like hearing it. ___________________________
I saw the letters of the word spelled out._________
I saw a specific picture, (describe)_______________________________

Other, please explain. _______________________________________
8)

What is your reaction to theories?
according to the following scale.

1
Theories are useful framework
on which to base ideas
9)

Rate yourself from 1 to 10

10
Theories are constricting
and inhibit my thinking

When you are solving problems or learning material, do you prefer to
work with the specific facts and develop a general concept of start
with a general concept and develop the specific facts? Some situa
tions may not allow a choice, but if you did have a choice which
would you prefer? Rate yourself from 1 to 10 according to the
following scale.
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1
From specific facts
to a general concept
10)

10
From the general concept
to the specific facts

Do you like crossword puzzles ?
following scale.

Rate yourself from 1 to 10 on the

1
Not at all
11)

Do you like jigsaw puzzles?
following scale.

10
Very much
Rate yourself from 1 to 10 on the

1
Not at all
12)

Do you like solving number series problems? For example, what
number comes next: 4,5,7,10, 14,__? Rate yourself from 1 to 10
on the following scale.

1
Not at all
13)

How good is your sense of direction?
the following scale.
1
Very Poor

14)

10
Very much
Rate yourself from 1 to 10 on

10
Excellent

When you daydream, is it (a) like watching a motion picture or (b)
like having a dialogue, giving a monologue, or narrating a script?
Rate yourself from 1 to 10 on the following scale.

1
Movies
15)

10
Very much

10
Speech

When writing a paper, do you use an outline to help the organiza
tion or do you find outlines useless for you? Rate yourself from 1
to 10 on the following scale.

1
Outlines are
essential to me

10
Outlines are
useless for me
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16)

Below are several words. When you read each word, make a conscious
effort not to image the word or see the letters of the word spelled
out. Next to each word rate from 1 (very easy) to 10 (impossible)
the ease with which you can think of that word without a picture.
Agony
Lame
Greed
Mountain
Anger

Beggar
Life
House
Theory
Boy

Did you image the letters of any of the words?

17)

Which words?

Try to plan a trip without using pictures. Does this interfere
significantly with your thinking process? Rate yourself from 1 to
10 on the following scale.

10
No interference

18)

Impossible
to think

Do you find it easier to image with your eyes open or closed?

10
Eyes open
19)

Easier closed

If you have both pictures and words, try to determine which occurs
first or which is more important.
Words first
Simultaneous

20)

No difference

Pictures first
Can't tell

Using your reactions to the above exercises, and keeping in mind
the distinction between literally thinking in pictures and having
pictures accompany your thinking, do you think in words or pic
tures? Words _____ Pictures _____ . How confident are you in your
choice? Rate yourself from 1 to 10 on the following scale.
10
Not at all

21)

Certain

Please state briefly and in your own words the way you think,
especially if it is different from the alternatives that were just
outlined.
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Lateral Eye Movement Questionnaire
Name
1.

Envision the keyboard of a typewriter.
of the keyboard is the letter "P"?

In which corner

2.

Tell me how you feel when you are anxious?

3.

What is meant by the proverb:
tomorrows?

4.

Visualize and describe the most upsetting photograph of
the Vietnam war that you have seen.

5.

What is the primary difference between the meanings of
the words "mischief" and "malice"?

6.

Make up a sentence using the words "code" and "mathematics".

7.

If you were crossing a street from west to east, and a
car coming from the south smashed into you, which leg
would be shattered first?

8.

Imagine a rectangle. Draw a line from the upper left
hand corner to the lower right hand corner. What two
figures do you now have?

9.

Imagine that you are relaxing in hot sulfur baths, looking
westward over the Pacific Ocean in California on a clear,
sunny day. Your friend is peacefully resting with his
back toward your right side. Approximately what direction
is your friend looking out over?

One today is worth two

10.

Visualize the Prudential Tower in Boston and the United
Nations building in New York, and tell me which one is
taller.

11.

Make up a sentence using the words "shock" and "sadness".

12.

What is the primary difference between the meanings of the
words "recognize" and "remember"?

13.

For you, is anger or hate a stronger emotion?

14.

Envision walking through your house or apartment and tell
me how many doors there are.

15.

Picture the last automobile accident that you have seen.
In which direction were the cars going?
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16.

Do you use the word "logical" or "rational" more often?

17.

What is meant by the proverb:
more the honor?

18.

When you visualize your father's face, what emotion
first strikes you?

19.

On the face of the quarter, does the face of George
Washington look to the left or right?

20.

Tell me how you feel when you are frustrated.

The more the cost, the

A

APPENDIX C
Pilot Study
A pilot study was conducted in order to assess the difficulty
and variance associated with each of the three sets of task trials.
During the initial stages of the development of the flexibility task,
acquaintances of the experimenter suggested that the task might be too
difficult for many subjects to successfully complete.
eral individuals were asked to complete the task.

Informally, sev

Some subjects had

very little difficulty while others could not complete the task at all.
Therefore, the right hemisphere learning trials set (LGT Set) and the
left hemisphere learning trials set (LAT Set) were developed in order to
limit the number of information bits that a subject would need to pro
cess in order to achieve concept formation.

Furthermore, two visual

examples were added to the instructions in order to further acquaint
subjects with the sequence of the task and to expose subjects to the
four characteristics.

The complexity of the stimulus pairs and the

addition of the visual examples in the instructions were the two
independent variables.
Method
Subjects
Eighteen undergraduate and graduate students were recruited from
those students who had been assigned to a study carrol at the University
of North Dakota library during the 1980 summer session.
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A sign-up sheet

t
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was placed in the study area and subjects volunteered to participate in
the study.
ity.

All subjects were right handed with no familial sinistral

There were 6 males and 12 females.

with a mean age of 26.

Ages ranged from 21 to 36,

Two subjects were unable to complete the entire

procedure.
Instruments
The instruments utilized in the pilot study consisted of three
sets of slides of configurations of numbers and letters.

A full

description of the development of the stimulus slides is in Appendix A.
In general, all three sets of slides require subjects to match configu
rations of numbers and letters presented on two consecutive slides.
Subjects are required to match stimuli on one of the four characteris
tics, two which theoretically require left hemisphere processing (letter
and number matching) and two which require right hemisphere processing
(matching shapes of configurations and matching the color of the config
urations).

Following the model of the Wisconsin Card Sort Test (Berg,

1948), each pair of stimulus slides can be matched for at least two of
the four characteristics, but reinforcement is received for matching
only one of the four characteristics.

Once the concept is attained, the

characteristic being reinforced is changed.
Right and Left Hemisphere Slide Set (G & A Set).

Each stimulus

slide in the G & A Set is a configuration of two numbers and two letters.
The numbers and letters are arranged in one of 14 possible arrangements
(shapes) and are dyed one of eight possible hues.

On the second slide

of each trial pair is another configuration of numbers and letters.

If

the four major characteristics of these slides (numbers, letters, color,
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and shape) are allowed to vary independently, each of the four charac
teristics on the second slide may be either the same or different from
the respective characteristic on the first slide.

Sixteen permutations

of same or different combinations for the four characteristics are pos
sible.

This set of slides can be used to learn all four types of con

cepts (number matching, letter matching, color matching, and shape
matching).
Right Hemisphere Slide Set (LGT Set).

Each stimulus slide in

the LGT Set is a configuration of two numbers and two letters.
the G & A Set, only color and shape are allowed to vary.
these characteristics do not vary independently.

Unlike

Furthermore,

If the shape of the

configuration of the second slide is different from the shape of the
configuration on the first slide, then the colors are the same for both
slides.

If the colors of the two slides are different, then the shapes

are the same.

This arrangement decreases the amount of information used

in concept formation and simplifies the task.

This set of slides can

be used for learning the two right hemisphere tasks (color matching and
shape matching).
Left Hemisphere Slide Set (LAT Set).

Each stimulus slide in the

LAT Set is a configuration of two numbers and two letters.
G & A Set, only letters and numbers are allowed to vary.
these characteristics do not vary independently.

Unlike the
Furthermore,

If the letters in the

configuration of the second slide are different from the letters in the
configuration on the first slide, then the numbers are the same for both
slides.

If the numbers on the two slides are different, then the let

ters are the same.

This arrangement decreases the amount of information
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used in concept formation and simplifies the task. This set of slides
i
can be used for learning the two left hemisphere tasks (letter matching
and number matching).

See following figure.

T 1

H
1
5 S

A
5
Figure 4.

Two stimulus configurations.

In the two configurations in Figure 4, the numbers in the configurations
are the same while the letters and the shapes of the configurations dif
fer.

Since the configurations are typed in black, the color is also the

same.

On the stimulus slides, the numbers and letters differed in color

in a way that was not easily verbalizable.
For the present study, each of the three sets of slides was used
for learning the hemisphere concept tasks.

Two procedures were used.

In one procedure, the G & A Set was used to learn the right and left
hemisphere tasks.

In the second procedure, the LGT Set and the LAT Set

were used to learn the four tasks.

During the learning trials, the two

types of hemisphere tasks were administered in separate reinforcement
trials.

One of the two relevant hemisphere characteristics was rein

forced until the subject responded correctly on 10 consecutive trials.
Following concept attainment, the reinforcement was changed to the other
relevant hemisphere characteristic until the subject again responded cor
rectly on 10 consecutive trials.

After a five minute break, the other

two hemisphere tasks were reinforced in a series of learning trials
using the same procedure.

I
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Following a five minute break, another series of reinforcement
trials was administered using the G & A Set.

A sequence of five rein

forcement schedules was arranged so that the shift in concept would
reflect both intra-modal and cross-modal switching.

Intra-modal switch

ing was represented by changing reinforcement from a characteristic from
one hemisphere to another characteristic from that same hemisphere, i.e.,
from letter matching to number matching.

Cross-modal switching is rep

resented by changing the reinforcement for a characteristic from one
hemisphere to a characteristic from the other hemisphere, i.e., letter
matching to shape matching.

Four reinforcement sequences were used in

order to counter-balance any order effect that might result from start
ing with any one of the four characteristics.

For each of the two pro

cedures, a subject is required to make nine concept attainments.

The

number of trials needed to make nine concept attainments was the
dependent variable for the pilot study.
Equipment
The equipment consisted of a control panel that housed the exper
imenter’s initiation switch, a toggle switch for changing the reinforce
ment, a carousel projector, 240 slides with configurations of numbers
and letters, one rear mounted projection screen constructed from translu
cent film, four relay timers, two response buttons, two lights which
indicate which response the subject has made, one digital electronic
timer, one standard stopwatch, a tone generator set to generate a sinewave tone set at 24 cycles per second and 40 decibels, a subject initia
tion switch, two sound amplifiers, two four-inch speakers, two micro
phones, and a Lafayette T-scope.

I

The equipment was arranged so that when the subject pressed the
button labeled "START", a three second relay timer was started.
taneously, the carousel projector began a slide change.

Simul

After three

seconds, the T-scope opened, the configuration of numbers and letters
was projected onto the screen and a second three second timer relay was
started.

After three seconds, the T-scope was closed, another slide

change was initiated, and another three second timer was started.

After

three seconds, the T-scope was opened, a second slide was projected onto
the screen, and the digital timer was started.

Once, the subject made

his decision, he responded with his right hand by pressing one of the
two response buttons which stopped the timer and activated one of the
two lights which corresponded to the response keys.

After the fortieth

trial, the response buttons also initiated another slide change in order
to move the slide tray into place for the initiation of the next trial.
If the subject responded correctly, a two second relay timer was
started which also activated the tone generator.

If the subject

responded incorrectly, the timer was not activated and no tone was gen
erated.

Following the subject's response, the experimenter recorded the

response, the reaction time, and set the switch that controlled which
response was reinforced.

The subject then initiated the next trial by

pushing the start button which also reset the electronic timer.
Throughout the trials, the microphone in the subject's room was
operational so that the experimenter could hear any question the subject
might have.

The microphone in the experimenter's room was not activated.

However, if the experimenter needed to communicate with the subject,
the microphone could be activated for ready communication.
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Procedure
Subjects were assigned to one of the four experimental groups of
a 2 X 2 between subjects experimental design.

The independent variable,

Instructions, consisted of using verbal instructions only versus using
verbal instructions and visual examples.

The independent variable Task

Complexity, consisted of having the subjects learn the flexibility tasks
with the G & A Set versus having subjects learn the tasks using the LGT
Set and the LAT Set.

On the G & A Set, the four stimulus characteristics

(numbers, letters, color, and shape) vary independently from the first
stimulus slide to the second stimulus slide.

Subjects have to determine

which of the four characteristics correspond to the reinforcement pat
tern.

On the LGT Set and the LAT Set, only two characteristics may vary

and only one of those two characteristics is different.

Subjects have

to determine which of the two characteristics correspond to the rein
forcement pattern.

Figure 5 shows the 2 X 2

experimental design.

Task Complexity
Complex
Verbal

Verbal
&
Visual

Figure 5.

Controlled

N=4
1

N=4
2

N=4
3

N=4
4

Experimental design with instructions and task complexity as
independent variables.

Each subject was seated in a metal folding chair in a small,
private room.

A translucent screen, which allowed for the projection of

slides, was situated in front of the subject at a distance of about

2-1/2 feet.

A projector was housed in an alley adjacent to the sub

ject’s room so that the slides could be projected from behind the screen
through a one-way mirror.

In that way, the noise from the projector was

muted and allowed the subject and the experimenter to be in separate
rooms during the experiment.

All subjects were provided with the follow

ing set of instructions and asked to read the instructions silently.
The experimenter then left the room and returned after five minutes.
This is a problem solving task.

I will be showing you

slides with groups of numbers and letters on them.
groups may change on only four characteristics:

These

COLOR,

SHAPE, LETTERS, or NUMBERS.
For each trial I will be showing you two slides.

The

first slide will be shown for three seconds, then the
screen will be blank for three seconds and then the second
slide will be presented.

Then you are to indicate by

pressing either the SAME or DIFFERENT button whether the
two slides are the same or different on ONE of those four
characteristics.

If you are correct in indicating whether

they are the same or different, a two second tone will be
presented.

If you are wrong, no tone will be presented.

The problem you need to solve for yourself is which
ONE of the four characteristics (COLOR, SHAPE, LETTERS, or
NUMBERS) is being consistently rewarded according to the
tone feedback.

The same characteristic will be rewarded

over several trials.

You need only indicate whether they

are the same or different, not which characteristic is the
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same or different.

The two slides do not need to be the

same on all four characteristics to be considered the same.
You need to start each trial by pressing the button
marked START.

When the tone is presented, please do not

press the START button until after the tone is completed.
After the presentation of the second slide, please respond
as quickly as you can.
REMEMBER!!!

These groups will change on only four

things (COLOR, SHAPE, LETTERS, or NUMBERS).

One of the

four characteristics (COLOR, SHAPE, LETTERS, or NUMBERS)
will be consistently rewarded and the same thing will be
rewarded over several trials.

You need to decide which

thing is being rewarded and indicate same or different for
that one thing.
tone.

If you are right, then you will hear the

If you are wrong, you won't hear anything.

It

won't matter if the other characteristics are the same or
different on the two slides.
When the experimenter returned, the subject again was asked to read the
instructions silently while the experimenter read them aloud.

Following

the reading of the instructions, subjects were told, "Remember, you have
to figure out which one thing I will always be rewarding."
was told that he would be having several five minute breaks.

The subject
Further

more, the speaker and microphone was pointed out and the subject was
told that he would be able to communicate with the experimenter if he
needed to do so.

The subject was then asked if he had any questions.

After the questions had been answered, those subjects who had been
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randomly assigned to Groups 3 and 4 were read the following instructions
that involved the visual examples.
Let's go through the sequence once before you start.
First you press the START button.

(The subject was

instructed to press the START button.)

After two seconds,

the slide will be shown for three seconds, then the screen
will be blank for three seconds and then the second slide
will be presented.

Then you are to indicate by pressing

either the SAME or DIFFERENT button whether the two slides
are the same or different.
press a response button.)

(The subject was instructed to
If you are correct in indicating

whether they are the same or different, a two second tone
will be presented.
sented.

If you are wrong, no tone will be pre

(The experimenter then pressed the START button.)

I will now show you two configurations on the same slide.
You will note that they are different on all four character
istics:

color, shape, letters, and numbers.

Remember, you need to decide which thing is being
rewarded and indicate same or different for that one thing.
The two slides do not need to be different on all four
characteristics to be considered different.
The subject was again asked if there were any questions.

After these

questions were answered, the experimenter left the subject's room and
returned to the experimenter's room.

When the equipment was ready, the

subject was again asked if there were any questions and told that he
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could begin whenever he was ready.

The experimenter's microphone was

then de-activated.
Those subjects who had been assigned to groups 1 and 3 were pre
sented the G & A Set, while those subjects who had been assigned to
groups 2 and 4 were presented the LGT Set and the LAT Set.

The rein

forcement schedule was counter-balanced so that each of the four charac
teristics was used to begin the trials.

Each of the four characteris

tics was the first characteristic to be reinforced four times.

The pre

sentation of these characteristics was further randomized in order to
counter-balance and control for an order effect.
After the presentation of the learning trials for each of the
four characteristics, the G & A Set was again presented.

The reinforce

ment trials continued until five concepts were attained and four concept
shifts had occurred.

The order of the presentations were arranged so

that both intra-modal and cross-modal switching was reinforced.

These

sequences were also counter-balanced.
Subjects were given a five minute break after each of the first
two sets of learning trials.

However, because some subjects experienced

difficulty in performing the task, additional five minute breaks were
also allotted.

On any given set of trials, if a subject had not

attained the first concept of that set within 80 trials, a five minute
break was given and the subject was asked which of the four character
istics he was focusing on.

If a subject had not attained the first con

cept within the next 40 trials, a second five minute break was given and
the subject was informed that for that task, he should focus on one of
the two appropriate characteristics.

For example, on the LGT, he should
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focus on either the color or the shape of the configurations.

If after

another 40 trials, the subject had not attained the first concept, the
session was discontinued.

Two subjects were unable to complete the task.

Following the completion of the flexibility task, each subject
was interviewed regarding his preference for the characteristics, which
matching task was the easiest, and his general strategy for solving the
task.

He was asked if he had any questions.

After those questions were

answered, he was informed about the nature of the task.

RESULTS
The purpose of the pilot study was to examine the difficulty of
the task as related to the complexity of the stimuli and the instruc
tions.

Because of the limited nature of the pilot study and the small
t

number of subjects involved in the study, descriptive data was used to
examine the number of trials needed to complete the task.

The means and

variances associated with each of the experimental conditions were com
puted as a reflection of the difficulty the subjects experienced in com
pleting the task.
For the 16 subjects, the mean number of trials needed to complete
all of the trials of the flexibility task was 231.15 trials.
ard deviation for the task was 46.67.

The stand

Table 12 summarizes the means,

variances, and standard deviations for the four experimental groups:
Group 1 involved subjects who received only verbal instructions and were
presented stimulus trials that varied independently on all four charac
teristics; Group 2 involved subjects who received only verbal instruc
tions and were presented stimulus trials that varied on only two charac
teristics; Group 3 involved subjects who received verbal and visual
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instructions and were presented stimulus trials that varied independently
on all four characteristics; and Group 4 involved subjects who received
verbal and visual instructions and were presented stimulus trials that
varied on only two characteristics.

Table 12
Means, Variances, and Standard Deviations for Each of
the Four Experimental Groups of the Flexibility Task
Standard Deviation

Group

Means

Variance

1

247.00

2860.667

53.48

2

257.40

2974.640

54.54

3

226.00

2142.500

46.29

4

188.75

761.188

27.60

Subjects in Group 4 who had received both visual and verbal instructions
and were presented stimulus trials that varied only on two character
istics, required fewer trials to complete the task than any of the sub
jects in the other three experimental conditions.
iance of the subject scores was also the smallest.

Furthermore, the var
Subjects in Group 2

who had received only verbal instructions and were presented stimulus
trials that varied on only two characteristics required more trials to
complete the task than any other group.

While the variance associated

with their scores was the largest of the four groups, it appeared only
slightly larger than Groups 1 and 3.
In order to examine the independent variables, the means, vari
ances, and standard deviations for each of the independent variables was
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also computed.

Table 13 summarizes the data for the complexity variable.

Groups 1 and 3 involved subjects who were presented stimulus trials that
varied on all four characteristics.

Groups 2 and 4 were presented

stimulus trials that only varied on two characteristics.

Table 13
Means, Variances, and Standard Deviations for the Two
Stimulus Complexity Conditions

Group

Means

Variance

Standard Deviation

Complex
(1 & 3)

253

2957.250

54.38

Controlled
(2 & 4)

210

453.125

21.30

Subjects who had been presented those stimulus slides that controlled
how many of the characteristics varied and allowed only two character
istics to vary, required fewer trials than those subjects who received
the more complex stimuli.

Furthermore, the variance associated with

those two groups appeared considerably smaller than the variance associ
ated with the more complex task.

The subjects in Groups 1 and 3

received the stimulus trials that varied independently on the four
characteristics.
Table 14 summarizes the data for the instructions variable.
Groups 1 and 2 received only the verbal instructions, while Groups 2 and
4 received both the verbal and visual instructions.
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Table 14
Means, Variances, and Standard Deviations for the Two
Instruction Conditions

Group

Means

Variance

Verbal
(1 & 2)

235.1

2492.465

49.92

Verbal

229.1

1919.495

43.81

Standard Deviation

&

Visual
(3 & 4)

The differences between the two groups appeared to be minimal.

The

means, variances, and standard deviations appear to be very similar
suggesting that the instructions, when considered alone, make very lit
tle difference in the number of trials required to complete the flexi
bility task.
Additional observational data revealed that some subjects had
required more trials to reach the criterion of 10 consecutive correct
trials for reasons other than difficulty in learning the task.

These

subjects responded correctly on 5 to 9 consecutive trials without reach
ing the criterion of 10 consecutive trials.

When these subjects were

interviewed following the administration of the task, they reported that
they "had phased out for a second;" "had wanted to check out another
characteristic to make sure;" or "had anticipated the reinforcement
change."
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of the pilot study provided additional information
regarding the stimulis slides and their difficulty.

Examination of the

means and variances associated with the experimental conditions revealed
that Group 4 required fewer trials for successful completion of the flex
ibility task.

In this condition, the mean and variance appeared much

smaller than the other groups’ means and variances.

Apparently, the

interaction of presenting the controlled stimulus slides along with pre
senting both verbal and visual instructions was conducive to improved
subject performance.
However, when the two independent variables were examined sepa
rately, the descriptive data appeared to suggest that the instruction
variable, by itself, does not lead to improved performance.

Therefore,

one must conclude that difficulty with the task is related more to the
complexity of the stimulus slides than instructional problems.

By con

trolling how many variables could simultaneously vary, subjects' perfor
mances were improved.
As a. result of the pilot study, the experimenter decided to
utilize the controlled stimulus slides for the learning trials of the
flexibility task.

The variance associated with this condition appeared

sufficient to reveal individual differences.

However, because some of

the subjects experienced much difficulty on the task, the visual
instructions were also used.

Although the instructions did not appear

to contribute to fewer trials on the flexibility trials, they also did
not appear to interfere with performance.

Therefore, for the sake of
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increased clarity of instructions, the inclusion of the instructions was
seen as being consistent with good experimental procedure.
Furthermore, the number of times a subject responded correctly
on 5 to 9 trials without reaching the criterion of 10 consecutive trials
was considered significant enough to be recorded.

APPENDIX D
Descriptive Data for All Variables
Raw Scores

Variable

Mean

Fluency
Flexibility
Originality
Elaboration
I-G
I-A
C-G
C-A
SERIES
R-S
S-D
RLEM
LLEM
NLEM
LEM
YSTQ

18.46
15.16
26.92
62.72
27.76
20.68
30.22
27.18
3.06
34.10
16.74
7.66
8.90
3.44
.06
12.50

Standard Deviation

Cases

6.5782
4.3955
13.7882
28.3743
25.9855
15.7213
25.4937
21.6226
2.6833
14.8354
5.9205
4.4474
4.3011
2.1961
.4276
6.2376

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

1.0709
1.2547
2.0222
1.5244
1.6415
2.4084
3.2669

50
50
50
50
50
50
50

Combined Standardized Scores
LGT
LAT
LTS
GT
AT
FLEX
CREATIVITY

2.54
2.68
5.21
3.21
1.81
.02
.00
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CORRELATIONAL MATRIX FOR ALL VARIABLES
CREAT
1.00000
0.05159
-0.02778
-0.03018
-0.09701
0.25112
0.10071
-0.03342
-0.22688
-0.03618
-0.05651
-0.06394
-0.24170
-0.12406
0.11204
0.06413
0.12067
-0.11515
-0.23500

I-G
CREAT
R-S
M-C
RLEM
LLEM
NLEM
YSTQ
LEM
FLEX
SERIES
I-G
I-A
C-G
C-A
LGT
LAT
LTS
AT
GT

0.05159
1.00000
-0.22624
-0.18166
0.21412
-0.05149
-0.16794
0.20412
-0.00119
0.02702
0.09869
-0.07887
0.07467
-0.02277
0.00145
-0.01125
-0.00593
-0.04935
0.05139

I-A

M-C

RLEM

NLEM

YSTQ

LEM

FLEX

-0.02778
-0.22624
1.00000
0.22134
-0.29756
0.13455
-0.16053
-0.26733
0.22794
0.18855
0.08170
0.20848
-0.03896
0.25687
-0.08164
0.11975
0.01531
0.27658
0.06240

-0.03018
-0.18166
0.22134
1.00000
-0.87450
-0.31242
-0.03789
-0., 96919
-0.04820
0.10777
-0.20856
-0.07368
0.05953
0.09700
-0.13920
-0.16391
-0.20216
0.02868
-0.10729

-0.09701
0.21412
-0.29756
-0.87450
1.00000
-0.18754
0.06199
0.96702
-0.01286
-0.22050
0.09802
-0.06326
-0.03144
-0.06936
0.18297
0.22496
0.27163
-0.07833
0.06419

0.25112
-0.05149
0.13455
-0.31242
-0.18754
1.00000
-0.04469
0.06882
0.12280
0.21361
0.23041
0.27311
-0.05899
-0.06058
-0.07645
-0.10865
-0.12258
0.09532
0.09157

0.10071
-0.16794
-0.16053
-0.03789
0.06199
-0.04469
1 .00000
0.05138
0.02380
-0.02743
-0.02997
-0.09303
0.25918
-0.02020
0.19917
0.15013
0.23693
-0.06749
0.11055

-0.03342
0.20412
-0.26733
-0.96919
0.96702
0.06882
0.05138
1.00000
0.01878
-0.16856
0.15929
0.00657
-0.04722
-0.08616
0.16601
0.20031
0.24410
-0.05483
0.08894

-0.22688
-0.00119
0.22794
-0.04820
-0.01286
0.12280
0.02380
0.01878
1.00000
0.78528
0.60366
0.62913
0.40151
0.67398
0.18986
0.17581
0.24613
0.78188
0.73964

C-G

C-A

LGT

LAT

LTS

AT

GT

0.11204
0.00145
-0.08164
-0.13920
0.18297
-0.07645
0.19917
0.16601
0.18986
0.13923
0.19703
0.056 74
0.26316
0.02554
1.00000
0.10493
0.78718
0.04426
0.25290

0.06413
-0.01125
0.11975
-0.16391
0.22496
-0.10865
0.15013
0.20031
0.17581
0.04631
-0.15168
0.32267
0.09451
0.26829
0.10493
1.00000
0.69 591
0.35039
-0.09983

0.12067
-0.00593
0.01531
-0.20216
-0.27163
-0.12258
0.23693
0.24410
0.24613
0.12926
0.04822
0.24107
0.24864
0.18482
0.78718
0.69591
I . 00000
0.24925
0.12071

-0.11515
-0.04935
0.27658
0.02868
-0.07833
0.09532
-0.06749
-0.05483
0.78188
0.59580
0.27432
0.76035
0.02851
0.88858
0.04426
0.35039
0.24925
1.00000
0.15873

-0.23500
0.05139
0.06240
-0.10729
0.06419
0.09157
0.11055
0.08894
0.73964
0.60046
0.65987
0.17553
0.60510
0.10814
0.25290
-0.09983
0.12071
0.15873
1.00000

1.00000

-0.06394
-0.07887
0.20848
-0.07368
-0.06326
0.27311
-0.09303
0.00657
0.62913
0.50165
0.27816

0.27816
-0.02638
0.18761
0.19703
-0.15168
0.04822
0.27432
0.65987

1.00000

-0.24170
0.07467
-0.03896
0.05953
-0.03144
-0.05899
0.25918
-0.04722
0.40151
0.43864
-0.02638
0.01316

0.01316
0.37984
0.05674
0.32267
0.24107
0.76035
0.17553

1.00000

-0.12406
-0.02277
0.25687
0.09700
-0.06936
-0.06058
-0.02020
-0.08616
0.67398
0.49224
0.18761
0.37984
0.04558

0.04558
0.26316
0.09451
0.24864
0.02851
0.60510

0.02554
0.26829
0.18482
0.88858
0.10814

-0.05651
0.09869
0.09170
-0.20856
0.09802
0.23041
-0.02997
0.15929
0.60366
0.50304

LLEM

1.00000

SERIES
-0.03618
0.02702
0.18855
0.10777
-0.22050
0.21361
-0.02743
-0.16856
0.78528
1.00000

0.50304
0.50165
0.43864
0.49224
0.13923
0.04631
0.12926
0.59580
0.60046
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CREAT
R-S
M-C
RLEM
LLEM
NLEM
YSTQ
LEM
FLEX
SERIES
I-G
I-A
C-G
C-A
LGT
LAT
LTS
AT
GT

R-S
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CONSENT FORM OF RESEARCH PARTICIPATION
Research Project Description:
This research project will examine several variables that are relevant
to the study of creativity. For this project you will be asked to par
ticipate for three hours which will be divided into one group session
lasting one and one half hours, an individual session lasting fifteen
minutes, and another individual session lasting one and one half hours.
The individual sessions will be arranged according to your schedule
at the time of the group session.
During the group session you will be asked to complete the Health and
Opinion Survey, the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking, and the Your
Style of Thinking questionnaire. During the short individual session
you will be asked questions about the world around you. For the longer
individual session, you will be asked to perform a problem solving task
involving configurations of letters and numbers.

Subject’s Consent:
I , _______________________________________ , voluntarily agree to
participate in the research project as described above. I understand
that I may discontinue my participation at any time and that my name
will not be used in any reporting of the results of this study. I
further understand that the researcher for this study has signed a
paper on record endorsing the American Psychological Association's
ethical standards for psychological research involving human subjects.

Subject's Signature

Witness

Date
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